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The First Two Cohomology Groups
of Some Galois Groups
J. Mina´cˇ ∗† A. Wadsworth†
Abstract
We investigate the first two Galois cohomology groups of p-extensions over a base field
which does not necessarily contain a primitive pth root of unity. We use twisted coefficients in
a systematic way. We describe field extensions which are classified by certain residue classes
modulo pnth powers of a related field, and we obtain transparent proofs and slight generalizations
of some classical results of Albert. The potential application to the cyclicity question for division
algebras of degree p is outlined.
Introduction
Let p be a prime number, let F be a field with char(F ) 6= p, and let GF = G(Fsep/F ) be
the absolute Galois group of F . It is well known that for any n ∈ N, the continuous coho-
mology group H1(GF ,Z/pnZ) classifies the cyclic Galois extensions of F of degree dividing pn,
while H1(GF , µpn) ∼= F ∗/F ∗pn , where µpn denotes the group of pn-th roots of unity in the sep-
arable closure Fsep of F ; also, H
2(GF , µpn) ∼= pnBr(F ), the pn-torsion in the Brauer group of
F . When µpn ⊆ F , then µpn ∼= Z/pnZ as trivial GF -modules, and the resulting isomorphism
H1(GF ,Z/pZ) ∼= H1(GF , µpn) is the homological formulation of the classical Kummer correspon-
dence between cyclic Galois extensions of F of degree dividing pn and cyclic subgroups of F ∗/F ∗p
n
.
Then also, the Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem describes pnBr(F ); this depends on the isomorphism
H2(GF , µpn) ∼= H2(GF , µ⊗2pn ), which is available because of the trivial action of GF on µpn .
We consider here questions concerning first and second cohomology groups with µpn coefficients
and concerning F ∗/F ∗p
n
and pnBr(F ) when F does not contain a primitive p-th root of unity (so
p 6= 2), so that the isomorphisms just mentioned are not available. In particular, we will give an
answer to the question: What field extensions does F ∗/F ∗p
n
classify when µpn 6⊆ F?
Since the full absolute Galois group is often too large to work with conveniently, and we are
interested in field extensions of degree a power of p, we prefer to work with a pro-p-group instead
of GF . For this, let F (p) be the maximal p-extension of F , which is the compositum of all the
Galois field extensions of F of degree a power of p, and let GF be the Galois group G(F (p)/F ); so,
GF is the maximal pro-p homomorphic image of GF . Then, H1(GF ,Z/pZ) ∼= H1(GF ,Z/pZ), but
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2“H1(GF , µpn)” is undefined since µpn 6⊆ F (p). We will given an interpretation of “H1(GF , µpn)”
in this context, and show that once again it classifies a certain family of field extensions. However,
these are field extensions of M = F (µpn), rather than those of F . Indeed, our general approach is
to relate objects over F to those over L = F (µp) and over M = F (µpn), since the latter are easier
to understand because of the presence of enough roots of unity. Passage from F to L is particularly
tractable because p ∤ [L : F ].
Indications of what happens are provided by Albert’s work in [A1] for the case n = 1. Albert
showed that the cyclic degree p field extensions S of F correspond to certain cyclic degree p
extensions T of L. For, if T = S · L, then S is the unique extension of F of degree p within T
(corresponding to the prime-to-p part of the abelian Galois group G(T/F )). Since T is a p-Kummer
extension of L, we have T = L( p
√
b) for some b ∈ L∗ whose class [b] ∈ L∗/L∗p generates the
cyclic subgroup associated to T in the Kummer correspondence. The question of classifying cyclic
extensions of F of degree p reduces to determining which cyclic extension of L they generate. For
this, Albert showed that a Kummer p-extension T ′ = L( p
√
b′) has the form S′ · L for some cyclic
degree p extension S′ of F iff G(L/F ) acts on [b′] in L∗/L∗p the same way it acts on µp. A nice way
of expressing this is as follows: Let H = G(L/F ). For each character χ: H → (Z/pZ)∗ (= group
of units of the ring Z/pZ) and each p-torsion H-module A, there is the χ-eigenmodule of A for the
H action: A(χ) = {a ∈ A | h · a = χ(h)a for all h ∈ H}. Then, Albert’s result can be rephrased:
Cyclic p-extensions of F correspond to cyclic subgroups of (L∗/L∗p)(α), where α: H → (Z/pZ)∗ is
the cyclotomic character defined by h · ω = ωα(h) for each h ∈ H, ω ∈ µp.
We consider here F ∗/F ∗p
n
and cyclic Galois extensions of F of degree pn for arbitrary n.
For this, we work with the field M = F (µpn) instead of L. We show in Cor. 1.11 that F
∗/F ∗p
n ∼=
(M∗/M∗p
n
)G(M/F ) (which is the eigenmodule ofM∗/M∗p
n
for the trivial character of G(M/F )). We
show further in Th. 1.13 that the cyclic extensions K of M of degree dividing pn that correspond to
cyclic subgroups of F ∗/F ∗p
n
are those K which are Galois over F with G(M/F ) acting on G(K/F )
by the cyclotomic character α: G(M/F )→ (Z/pnZ)∗ for µpn. In addition, when M = L, we give in
Prop. 1.7 a small generalization of Albert’s result, by showing that then the cyclic field extensions of
F of degree dividing pn correspond to the cyclic subgroups of (M∗/M∗p
n
)(α). (This correspondence
breaks down whenever M 6= L, however—see Remark 1.8(a).)
Characters on Galois groups can also be used to define twisted actions for their modules: For
any profinite group G, any continuous character χ : G → (Z/pZ)∗, and any pn-torsion discrete
G-module A, define the action of G on A twisted by χ to be the new action given by g ∗ a =
χ(g)(g · a) (where g · a denotes the original G-action). We use such a twisted action in §2 to give
an interpretation to “H i(GF , µpn)”, which as written is not well-defined. We define this to mean
H i(GF , µ˜pn), where µ˜pn denotes µpn , but with the action of G = G(L(p)/F ) on it twisted by a
character θ−1 so that G(L(p)/F (p)) acts trivially on µ˜pn ; hence, GF acts on µ˜pn , even though not
on µpn . For H
1, we give a more specific interpretation in Th. 2.3, by showing that H1(GF , µ˜pn) ∼=
(L∗/L∗p
n
)(θ). It follows easily (see Cor. 2.5) that the canonical map H1(GF , µ˜pn)→ H1(GF , µ˜p) is
surjective. This result was needed for the paper [MW1], which was the initial impetus for the work
given here. We also show that H1(GF , µ˜pn) is isomorphic to an eigenmodule of H
1(GM ,Z/pnZ),
3so that the cyclic subgroups of H1(GF , µ˜pn) classify certain cyclic field extensions of M of degree
dividing pn; we give in Th. 2.7 a Galois theoretic characterization of those field extensions of M .
In §3 we consider second cohomology groups with µpn coefficients, or, equivalently, the pn-
torsion of the Brauer group. We have the standard isomorphisms pnBr(F ) ∼= H2(G(L(p)/F ), µpn )
and pnBr(L) ∼= H2(GL, µpn). When µpn ⊆ L, the Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem gives a very useful
presentation of pnBr(L) by generators (namely symbol algebras) and relations. The Merkurjev-
Suslin Theorem does not apply to pnBr(F ) since µpn 6⊆ F , but the easy isomorphism pnBr(F ) ∼=
(pnBr(L))
G(L/F ) allows one to analyze pnBr(F ) in terms of the more readily understood pnBr(L).
This approach was used by Albert in [A1] in proving his cyclicity criterion for algebras of degree p,
and by Merkurjev in [M] in proving that pBr(F ) is generated by algebras of degree p. We give here
in Th. 3.6 a generalization of Albert’s result, by showing that when µpn ⊆ L, a division algebra D
of degree pn over F is a cyclic algebra iff there is d ∈ D with dpn ∈ F ∗ − F ∗p.
But, what we find most tantalizing here is the potential application to the cyclicity question
for division algebras of degree p. If B is a central division algebra of degree p overL with [B] ∈
(pBr(L))
G(L/F ), then there is a unique central division algebra A over F of degree p with A⊗FL ∼= B.
When B is a cyclic algebra, it is actually a symbol algebra, i.e., it has a presentation by generators
i, j such that ip = b, jp = c, ij = ωji, where b, c ∈ L∗ and ω ∈ µp, ω 6= 1. We prove in Prop. 3.4
that if A is a cyclic algebra, then not only is B cyclic, but it must have a presentation as above with
b and c mapping to specified eigencomponents of L∗/L∗p with respect to the G(L/F ) action. Thus,
B could very well be cyclic without satisfying the more stringent conditions which correspond
to cyclicity of A. Then A would be a counterexample to the decades-old question whether all
central simple algebras of degree p must be cyclic algebras (which is still unsettled for all p ≥ 5).
Regrettably, we have not found such a counterexample, but we feel that the approach merits further
investigation.
An interesting extreme case of this is for the field J = F (p)·L = F (p)(µp). We have pBr(F (p)) ∼=
(pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)). If this group is nonzero, then Merkurjev’s result says that there is a division
algebra of degree p over F (p); but such an algebra cannot be cyclic, as F (p) has no cyclic field
extensions of degree p. This observation led us to attempt do find division algebras of degree p in
(pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)), by using valuation theory. In §4, we describe how valuations on F with residue
characteristic not p extend to F (p) and to J . This makes it easy to see that pBr(J) can have some
nontrivial eigencomponents for the action of G(J/F (p)) (see Ex. 4.2). But the question whether
(pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)) 6= 0 remains open.
We fix throughout the paper the notation mentioned in this Introduction. The most rele-
vant fields are shown in the diagram below; the names of the Galois groups given here will also
be fixed throughout. We write µm for the group of m-th roots of unity (in an algebraic clo-
sure of the relevant field) and µ∗m for the primitive m-th roots of unity. Also, for any profi-
nite group G, let X(G) = Hom(G,Q/Z) = H1(G,Q/Z), the (continuous) character group of
G. If G is a group of automorphisms of some field, we write F(G) for the fixed field of G.
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HF
L
MGF
F (p)
J
L(p)
N
L = F (µp)
M = F (µpn)
J = F (p) · L = F (p)(µp)
G = G(L(p)/F )
GF = G(F (p)/F )
GL = G(L(p)/L)
ΓF = G(J/L) ∼= GF
N = G(L(p)/F (p))
H = G(L/F ) ∼= G(J/F (p))
While we were in the last stages of writing this paper we learned of the interesting recent
preprint by U. Vishne [V]. There is some overlap between this paper and Vishne’s (most notably
in our Th. 3.6), but it is not great, since Vishne is concerned primarily with the situation that
µpn ⊆ F (µp).
We would like to thank Bruno Kahn for very helpful discussions at an early stage of this work,
particularly for pointing out to us the significance of group actions twisted by characters.
1 Extension fields of F and L, and an interpretation of F ∗/F ∗p
n
In this section, we recall some known properties of p-extensions, then give characterizations
of the Galois p-extensions of L = F (µp) which correspond to such extensions of F . We then look
at group actions on pn-torsion modules, and examine eigenspace decompositions of such modules.
This is applied to various structures associated to the abelian pn-extensions of F and L. This leads
to Kummer-like characterization of F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
and L∗
/
L∗p
n
in terms of certain abelian pn-extensions,
but the extensions are of M = F (µpn), not of F and in general not of L. For Prop. 1.1 through
Cor. 1.3, p may be any prime number. After Cor. 1.3 we will assume further that p is odd.
We first consider the subfields of F (p). By definition, F (p) is the compositum of all the Galois
field extensions of F of degree a power of p (in some algebraic closure of F ). Recall that if K1
and K2 are Galois extensions of F with [Ki : F ] = p
ki , then K1 · K2 is also Galois over F and
[K1 · K2 : F ]
∣∣ pk1+k2 . Consequently, F (p) can also be described as the union of of all the Galois
extensions of F of degree a power of p. So, F (p) is the maximal Galois extension of F such that
G(F (p)/F ) is a pro-p-group. Also, if T is a field extension of F with [T : F ] < ∞ and K is the
normal closure of T over F , then T ⊆ F (p) iff T is separable over F and [K : F ] is a power of p.
We give next a characterization of such fields T which is well-known, but we could find no reference
for it. It is an easy consequence of the property of p-groups that every maximal proper subgroup
is a normal subgroup of index p. The proof will be omitted.
Proposition 1.1 Let S be a field of any characteristic, and let T be a field, T ⊇ S, [T : S] < ∞.
Then the following are equivalent:
5(i) The normal closure of T over S is Galois over S of degree a power of p, i.e., T ⊆ S(p).
(ii) There is a chain of fields S = S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Sk = T with each Si Galois over Si−1,
and [Si : Si−1] = p.
We record two important corollaries of Prop. 1.1, which are also well-known, and whose easy
proofs are omitted. The second is an immediate consequence of the first.
Corollary 1.2 For fields S and T of any characteristic, if S ⊆ T ⊆ S(p), then T (p) = S(p). In
particular, S(p)(p) = S(p).
Corollary 1.3 If T is a field with char(T ) 6= p and µp ⊆ T , then T (p)p = T (p).
From now on, throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that the prime number p is odd.
We now return to the basic setting of this paper, with F a field, char(F ) 6= p, L = F (µp), J =
F (p) ·L = F (p)(µp). Since [L : F ]
∣∣ (p− 1), we have L∩F (p) = F and G(J/L) ∼= G(F (p)/F ) = GF .
Therefore, there is a canonical inclusion and index preserving one-to-one correspondence between
the p-extensions S of F (i.e., F ⊆ S ⊆ F (p)) and those p-extensions T of L with T ⊆ J . When
S ↔ T we have T = S · LS(µp) and S = T ∩ F (p). Furthermore, S is Galois over F iff T is
Galois over L; when this occurs, G(S/F ) ∼= G(T/L). Of course L(p) may be much larger than J
(as in Ex. 4.2 below), so we next characterize those Galois p-extensions of L which lie in J . Let
H = G(L/F ), so H is cyclic and |H| ∣∣ p− 1. Let s = |H| = [L : F ].
Proposition 1.4 Let T be a Galois extension of L with L ⊆ T ⊆ L(p). Then, the following are
equivalent:
(i) T ⊆ J .
(ii) T = S · L for a field S, F ⊆ S ⊆ F (p), with S Galois over F .
(iii) T is Galois over F and G(T/F ) ≃ G(T/L)×H for some group H. (Then necessarily H ∼= H.)
(iv) T is Galois over F and G(T/F ) has a normal subgroup H of order s.
If G(T/L) is abelian, then (i)–(iv) are equivalent to:
(v) T is Galois over F and G(L/F ) acts trivially on G(T/L).
Proof. Note that [T : L] could be finite or infinite. (i) ⇔ (ii) was noted above. (ii) ⇒ (iii) Let
H = G(T/S). Note that S and L are each Galois over F , and S∩L = F as gcd([S0 : F ], [L : F ]) = 1
for each finite degree subextension S0 of F in S. Therefore, S and L are linearly disjoint over F ,
and G(T/F ) = G(T/L) × H. Note that |H| = [S · L : S] = [L : F ] = s. (iii) ⇒ (iv) For H as in
(iii), we have H ∼= G(T/F )/G(T/L) ∼= G(L/F ) = H. Clearly, H is a normal subgroup of G(T/F ).
(iv)⇒ (ii) For H as in (iv), let S = F(H). Then S is Galois over F and [T : S] = |H| = s. We have
[T : S ·L] ∣∣ [T : S] = s and [T : S ·L] is a power of p, as S ·L ⊆ T ⊆ L(p) = (S ·L)(p) (see Cor. 1.2).
Hence, S ·L = T . Since L is Galois over L∩S, we have [L : L∩S] = [L·S : S] = [T : S] = s = [L : F ];
6hence, L∩S = F . Since T = S·L is a compositum of Galois p-extensions of L and G(T/L) ∼= G(S/F ),
this S is a compositum of such extensions of F . Hence, S ⊆ F (p), proving (ii).
Now assume G(T/L) is abelian. Then (iii) implies that G(T/F ) is abelian, so (v) holds. Con-
versely, assume (v). Let G = G(T/F ) and let P = G(T/L). Since G/P acts trivially on the abelian
group P , this P must be central in G. Since further G/P ∼= G(L/F ), which is cyclic, an elementary
exercise in group theory shows that G is abelian. Let T0 be any finite degree subextension of L lying
in T . Then, [T0 : L] = p
k, for some k ∈ N, and T0 is abelian Galois over F , with |G(T0/F )| = spk.
The primary decomposition of G(T0/F ) gives T0 = S0 · L0, where S0 is the unique subfield of T0
with [T0 : S0] = s and [T0 : L0] = p
k. Since S0 is Galois over F with [S0 : F ] = p
k, we have
S ⊆ F (p). Also, [T0 : L] = [T0 : L0], so L = L0. Thus, T0 = (T0 ∩ F (p)) · L for every finite degree
subextension T0 of L in T . Hence, T = (T ∩ F (p)) · L, proving (ii). 
In proving the following corollary, we will use supernatural numbers. Recall (cf. [S2, p. 5])
that a supernatural number is a formal product
∞∏
i=1
prii where the pi are distinct prime numbers
and each ri ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} ∪ {∞}. Supernatural numbers can be multiplied in the obvious way,
and likewise the notions of divisibility, gcd’s , and lcm’s of supernatural numbers have the obvious
interpretation. For fields F ⊆ K with K algebraic over F , we define [K : F ] to be the supernatural
number lcm{dimFN | N is a field, F ⊆ N ⊆ K, and dimFN < ∞}. (Of course, this agrees
with the usual definition when dimFN < ∞.) The reader can check that for any field E with
F ⊆ E ⊆ K, we have
[K : F ] = [K : E][E : F ] . (1.1)
Corollary 1.5 Let T/F be a Galois subextension of L(p)/F such that there is a normal subgroup
H of G(T/F ) with |H| = s = [L : F ]. Then, L ⊆ T ⊆ J . Hence, the Galois group G(L(p)/J) is the
smallest closed normal subgroup B of G = G(L(p)/F ) such that G/B contains a normal subgroup
of order s.
Proof. We have [L(p) : F ] = s pr for 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞. Since s = |H| ∣∣ [T : F ], we have [L(p) : T ] = pt
for t ≤ ∞, by (1.1). So, [T (µp) : T ] is a power of p; hence, µp ⊆ T , so L ⊆ T . Then, Prop. 1.4
shows that T ⊆ J , so of course G(L(p)/J) ⊆ G(L(p)/T ).
Now, G/(G(L(p)/J) ∼= G(J/F ), which contains the normal subgroup G(J/F (p)) of order s. The
inclusion T ⊆ J just proved shows that G(L(p)/J) is minimal with this property. 
We want to describe the abelian pn-extensions of L in J as an eigencomponent of the family of
all such extensions of L. For this, we first need some facts about pn-torsion G-modules.
Fix a positive integer n. Let G be any profinite group, and let A be a discrete G-module (written
additively), which is pn-torsion as an abelian group. Let χ: G→ (Z/pnZ)∗ be any continuous group
homomorphism. (The continuity of the character χ is equivalent to ker(χ) being an open subgroup
of G.) Note that since (Z/pnZ)∗ ∼= Aut(Z/pnZ,+) canonically, defining such a χ is equivalent to
giving Z/pnZ the structure of a discrete G-module. Because A is pn-torsion, it is a Z/pnZ-module.
7Let A(χ) denote the χ-eigenmodule of A, i.e.
A(χ) = {a ∈ A | g · a = χ(g) · a, for all g ∈ G}. (1.2)
Note that A(χ) is a G-submodule of A. If A(χ) = A, we say that G acts on A via χ. Whatever the
original action of G on A, we can use χ to twist the action, obtaining a new G-module, denoted
Aχ, such that Aχ = A as abelian groups, but if we denote by · the original action of G on A and ∗
the action of G on Aχ, then
g ∗ a = χ(g)(g · a) for all g ∈ G, a ∈ A.
Another way of saying this is that the map a 7→ a⊗ 1 is a G-module isomorphism
Aχ ∼= A⊗Z Z/pnZ, (1.3)
where G acts on Z/pnZ via χ (so g · (a⊗ k) = (g · a)⊗ χ(g)k). We will frequently use the obvious
identity
(Aχ)
G = A(χ
−1), (1.4)
where χ−1(g) = χ(g)−1.
Now assume p is odd, and suppose H acts on A, where H = G(L/F ). Since A is pn-torsion
this is equivalent to A being a module for the group ring Z/pnZ[H]. Now, H is a cyclic group of
order s, where s
∣∣ p− 1, so
Z/pnZ[H] ∼= Z/pnZ[x]/(xs − 1). (1.5)
Since (Z/pnZ)∗ is cyclic of order ϕ(pn) = (p− 1)pn−1, it contains a cyclic subgroup of order s. The
elements γ1, . . . , γs of this group are distinct roots of x
s − 1, so xs − 1 = (x − γ1) . . . (x − γs) in
Z/pnZ. Moreover, since the map Z/pnZ → Z/pZ has kernel of order pn−1, which is prime to s,
the subgroup of order s intersects this kernel trivially. Hence, for i 6= j, γi − γj maps to a nonzero
element of Z/pZ; so γi−γj ∈ (Z/pnZ)∗. Therefore, the ideals (x−γi)Z/pnZ[x] and (x−γj)Z/pnZ[x]
comaximal since their sum contains the unit γi−γj. It follows by the Chinese Remainder Theorem
that
Z/pnZ[x]
/
(xs − 1) ∼=
s⊕
i=1
Z/pnZ[x]
/
(x− γi).
Hence, Z/pnZ[H] has s mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents e1, . . . , es, such that each
ejZ/pnZ[H] ∼= Z/pnZ, and if h is a designated generator of H corresponding to the image of
x in (1.5), then hei = γiei. One can check that if ts ≡ 1 mod pn, then
ei = t
s−1∑
j=0
γ−ji h
j . (1.6)
If χi: H → (Z/pnZ)∗ is the character given by hj 7→ γji , then in the left multiplicative action on
eiZ/pnZ[H], H acts by χi. Therefore, for our H-module A, we have A =
s⊕
i=1
eiA, and H acts on
eiA by χi; it follows easily that eiA = A
(χi), and
A =
s⊕
i=1
A(χi), (1.7)
8which is a canonical decomposition of A into a direct sum of eigenmodules.
Now, let Lˇ be the compositum of all the Galois field extensions of L with cyclic Galois group
of order dividing pn. Then Lˇ is clearly Galois over L, and over F , and Lˇ is the maximal abelian
pn-extension of L, i.e., the unique maximal Galois extension of L such that the Galois group is
abelian pn-torsion. Let X(Lˇ/L) = X(G(Lˇ/L)) denote the continuous character group of G(Lˇ/L),
X(Lˇ/L) = Hom(G(Lˇ/L),Q/Z) (continuous homomorphisms).
Note thatX(Lˇ/L) ∼= Hom(GL, p−nZ/Z), and that G(Lˇ/L) ∼= GL
/∩{kerψ | ψ ∈ Hom(GL, p−nZ/Z)}.
Because Lˇ is Galois over F and G(Lˇ/L) is abelian, there is a well-defined group action of
H = G(L/F ) on G(Lˇ/L) given by, for τ ∈ G(Lˇ/F ), τ the image of τ in G(L/F ), σ ∈ G(Lˇ/L),
τ · σ = τστ−1. This in turn induces a (left) action of H on X(Lˇ/L) given by, for ψ ∈ X(Lˇ/L),
(τ · ψ)(σ) = ψ(τ−1 · σ) = ψ(τ−1στ). (1.8)
Since G(Lˇ/L) and X(Lˇ/L) are pn-torsion H-modules, each has an eigenmodule decomposition as
described in (1.7):
G(Lˇ/L) =
s∏
i=1
G(Lˇ/L)(χi) and X(Lˇ/L) =
s⊕
i=1
X(Lˇ/L)(χi). (1.9)
These eigendecompositions are related to each other. Consider the canonical Z-bilinear pairing,
B: G(Lˇ/L)×X(Lˇ/L)→ p−nZ/Z given by B(σ, ψ) = ψ(σ). (1.10)
If Y is any subgroup of X(Lˇ/L), let Y ⊥ =
⋂
ψ∈Y
ker(ψ) a closed subgroup of G(Lˇ/L). Note that B
induces an isomorphism Y ∼= X(G(Lˇ/L)/Y ⊥). Now the pairing in (1.10) is H-equivariant, i.e.,
B(h · σ, h · ψ) = h ·B(σ, ψ) = B(σ, ψ), for all h ∈ H,σ ∈ G(Lˇ/L), ψ ∈ X(Lˇ/L). (1.11)
For any χ ∈ {χ1, . . . , χs}, let
χL = F(N ), where N =
(
X(Lˇ/L)(χ
−1)
)⊥
. (1.12)
Then, G(χL/L) ∼= G(Lˇ/L)
/N , hence X(χL/L) ∼= X(Lˇ/L)(χ−1). Because H acts by χ−1 on
X(χL/L), it follows from the H-equivariance of the pairing (1.10) that H acts by χ on G(χL/L),
i.e., G(χL/L) =
(G(χL/L)
)(χ)
. Moreover, χL is the largest subfield of Lˇ with this property.
Now, look back at the eigendecompositions of G(Lˇ/L) and X(Lˇ/L) in (1.9). Because the pairing
in (1.10) is H-equivariant (and 1 − χi(h)χj(h) ∈ (Z/pnZ)∗ whenever χi(h)χj(h) 6= 1) we have
B(G(Lˇ/L)(χi), X(Lˇ/L)(χj)) = 0 unless χj = χ−1i , and B induces a nondegenerate pairing between
G(Lˇ/L)(χ) and X(Lˇ/L)(χ−1) for each χ ∈ {χ1, . . . , χs}. Hence,
(
X(Lˇ/L(χi))
)⊥
=
⊕
j 6=i
G(Lˇ/L)(χj), so
that
G(χL/L) ∼= G(Lˇ/L)(χ) and Lˇ ∼= χ1L⊗L . . .⊗L χsL . (1.13)
9Corollary 1.6 Let χ1 be the trivial character H → (Z/pnZ)∗. Then
J ∩ Lˇ = χ1L and G((J ∩ Lˇ)/L) ∼= G(Lˇ/L)H .
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the abelian pn-extensions S of F and
the abelian pn-extensions T of L such that T is Galois over F and H acts trivially on G(T/L).
Proof. This is immediate from Prop. 1.4. 
Because µpn * F in general, the abelian pn-Galois extensions are not classified by subgroups
of F ∗/F ∗p
n
. We will show in Th. 1.13 below that instead F ∗/F ∗p
n
classifies certain abelian pn-
extensions of M , where M = F (µpn). This will require some preliminary results. We first make
some basic observations about M and group actions of G(M/F ). Note that M ⊆ J , by Prop. 1.4,
since M is Galois over F with G(M/F ) abelian.
Let Mˇ be the maximal abelian pn-extension ofM ; by Kummer theory, Mˇ =M({ pn√m | m ∈M}).
Then, G(M/F ) acts on the pn-torsion groups G(Mˇ/M) and X(Mˇ/M) (analogous to the action de-
scribed in (1.8) above). So, for each character χ: G(M/F ) → (Z/pnZ)∗ we have the eigenmodules
G(Mˇ/M)(χ) and X(Mˇ/M)(χ), though the eigenmodules together do not yield a direct sum decom-
position of the whole module, since the groupring Z/pnZ[G(M/F )] is not semisimple when M ) L.
Just as for the χL defined in (1.12) above, we have the field χM which is maximal in Mˇ such that
G(M/F ) acts on G(χM/M) by χ; also X(χM/M) ∼= X(Mˇ/M)(χ−1).
We can relate these eigenmodules to those of M∗/M∗p
n
. For m ∈ M∗, we write [m] for its
image in M∗/M∗p
n
. From Kummer theory, we have the following isomorphisms,
M∗
/
M∗p
n → Hom(G(Mˇ/M), µpn) ∼= X(Mˇ/M)⊗Z µpn , (1.14)
where the first map is given by [m] 7→ (σ 7→ σ(a)/a), for any a ∈ Mˇ∗ such that apn = m. Now,
G(M/F ) acts on each of the groups in (1.14) (it acts on γ ∈ Hom(G(Mˇ/M), µpn) by (g · γ)(σ) =
g(γ(g−1σg)), for any g ∈ G(L(p)/F ) restricting to g ∈ G(M/F ) ); it is easy to check that each of the
isomorphisms in (1.14) is compatible with the G(M/F )-action. Thus, if we let α be the cyclotomic
character, which corresponds to the action of G(M/F ) on µpn , i.e.
α: G(M/F )→ (Z/pnZ)∗ is given by g(ω) = ωα(g) for all g ∈ G(M/F ) and ω ∈ µpn , (1.15)
then (1.14) shows that as G-modules,
M∗
/
M∗p
n ∼= X(Mˇ/M)α . (1.16)
It follows that for any character χ: H → (Z/pnZ)∗, we have
χM =M({ pn
√
m | [m] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(αχ−1)}), (1.17)
since X(χM/M) ∼= X(Mˇ/M)(χ−1) = (X(Mˇ/M)α)(αχ−1) ∼= (M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(αχ
−1). (One can also deduce
(1.17) from the G(M/F )-equivariant Kummer pairing G(Mˇ/M) ×M∗/M∗pn → µpn .) Note that
if [m] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(αχ−1), then M( pn√m) is Galois over F , since the cyclic subgroup 〈[m]〉 ⊆
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M∗/M∗p
n
is stable under the action of G(M/F ). Conversely, if M( pn√m) is Galois over F , then
〈[m]〉 must be G(M/F )-stable, so [m] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(ϕ) for some character ϕ. However, M( pn√m)
is abelian Galois over M iff G(M/F ) acts trivially on G(M( pn√m)/M), iff M( pn√m) ⊆ χ1M , where
χ1 is the trivial character, iff (by (1.17)) [m] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(α).
We will relate this to F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
below. But first, let us observe how it yields a slight generalization
of Albert’s characterization of the cyclic extensions of F of degree p (see [A1, Th. 2] or [A2, p. 211,
Th. 15]).
Proposition 1.7 Suppose p ∤ [F (µpn) : F ]. Let M = F (µpn), m ∈M∗ −M∗p, and T =M( pn
√
m).
Then, T = S ·M for some cyclic field extension S of F of degree pn iff T ⊆ J , iff g · [m] = [mα(g)]
in M∗
/
M∗p
n
for each g ∈ G(M/F ), where α : G(M/F ) → (Z/pZ)∗ is the cyclotomic character
described in (1.15) above.
Proof. Since [M : L] is a power of p, the assumption that p ∤ [F (µpn) : F ] is equivalent to:
M = L, i.e., µpn ⊆ F (µp). For T = M( pn
√
m), we have T = S · M for some cyclic Galois
extension S of F with [S : F ] = [T : M ] = pn iff T ⊆ J ∩ Mˇ (see Prop. 1.4). But, by Cor. 1.6,
J ∩ Mˇ = χ1M , where χ1: G(M/F ) → (Z/pnZ)∗ is the trivial character. As noted in (1.17),
χ1M = M({ pn
√
c | [c] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(α) } So, T = S · M iff T ⊆ χ1M iff (by Kummer theory)
[m] ∈ (M∗/M∗pn)(α), as desired. 
Remarks 1.8 (a) Albert’s result is the case n = 1 of Prop. 1.7, for which the assumption that
p ∤ [F (µp) : F ] always holds. Note that the hypothesis that p ∤ [F (µpn) : F ] is needed for Prop. 1.7.
For, when M = F (µpn) % F (µp), we do have X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ) ∼= (M∗/M∗pn)(α) as G(M/F )-
modules (see (1.16)). But the abelian pn-extensions of M coming from such extensions of F
correspond to the image of X(Fˇ/F ) in X(Mˇ/M), which is properly smaller than X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ).
Specifically, if we take ω ∈ µpn∗ ⊆ M∗, then clearly [ω] ∈ (M∗/M∗p
n
)(α) and [ω] has order pn in
M∗/M∗p
n
(see Lemma 1.9 below). Then, for ψ ∈ X(Mˇ/M) with ker(ψ) = G(Mˇ/M( pn√ω)), we have
ψ ∈ X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ), but ψ is not in the image of X(Fˇ/F ), since there is no cyclic pn-extension S
of F with S ·M =M( pn√ω). (For, M( pn√ω)∩F (p) is cyclic over F , but of degree greater than pn.)
However, this example is, roughly speaking, the only obstruction when M % L. For, one can check
that Fˇ ·M( pn√ω) = χ1M , which is is the subfield of Mˇ corresponding to X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ). (This
follows from the observations that if [M : L] = pn−c as in Lemma 1.9 below, then
∣∣X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ) :
im(X(Fˇ/F ))
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣H2(G(M/F ),Z/pnZ)∣∣ = pn−c while [Fˇ ·M( pn√ω) : Fˇ ·M ] = pn−c.)
(b) For a closely related description of the cyclic extensions of F of degree pn, see [Sa, Th. 2.3].
Saltman’s description does not require the hypothesis that µpn ⊆ F (µp).
We want to relate F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
to M∗
/
M∗p
n
, and use F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
to parametrize certain field exten-
sions of M . For this, we first need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1.9 Let d = sup{k | µpk ⊆ L} ∈ N ∪∞ and let c = min(d, n). Then, [M : L] = pn−c.
Proof. We can assume that n > c, since otherwise there is nothing to prove. Let ω be a primitive
pn-th root of unity, and let ν = ωp and ε = ωp
n−c ∈ L. Let M0 = L(µpn−1) = L(ν). By induction
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on n we may assume that [M0 : L] = p
n−c−1. Then f(x) = xp
n−c−1 − ε is the minimal polynomial
of ν over L, since it has the right degree and f(ν) = 0. Hence, for the norm from M0 to L, we have
NM0/L(ν) = (−1)p
n−c−1
(−ε) = ε (as p is odd).
SinceM =M0(ω) =M0(ν
1/p) and µp ⊆M0,M is a p-Kummer extension ofM0. So [M :M0] =
p or = 1. If [M :M0] = 1, then ω ∈M0, so ε = (NM0/L(ω))p, so NM0/L(ω) is a primitive pc+1 root
of unity in L, contradicting the definition of c (as n > c). Thus, we must have [M : M0] = p, so
[M : L] = [M :M0][M0 : L] = p
n−c as desired. 
Lemma 1.10 H1(G(M/L), µpn ) = H2(G(M/L), µpn) = 1.
Proof. Because G(M/L) is cyclic (as p is odd),H2(G(M/L), µpn) ∼= (µpn)G(M/L)
/
NM/L(µpn). Now
(µpn)
G(M/L) = µpn∩L = µpc . Let ω ∈ µpn∗ , and let ε = ωp
n−c ∈ µpc∗ ⊆ L. SinceM = L(ω) and [M :
L] = pn−c by Lemma 1.9, ω has minimal polynomial xp
n−c−ε over L, soNM/L(ω) = (−1)pn−c(−ε) =
ε. Thus, NM/L(µpn) = 〈NM/L(ω)〉 = 〈ε〉 = µpc = (µpn)G(M/L). Hence H2(G(M/L), µpn) = 1, and,
as G(M/L) is cyclic and µpn is finite, the Herbrand quotient [S1, p. 134, Prop. 8] shows that∣∣H1(G(M/L), µpn)
∣∣ = ∣∣H2(G(M/L), µpn)
∣∣. 
Corollary 1.11
(i) L∗
/
L∗p
n ∼= (M∗/M∗pn)G(M/L).
(ii) F ∗
/
F ∗p
n ∼= (L∗/L∗pn)G(L/F ) ∼= (M∗/M∗pn)G(M/F ).
Proof. (i) From the 5-term exact sequence of low degree terms associated with the Hochschild-
Serre spectral sequence (cf. [R, p. 307, Th. 11.5], the following is exact:
H1(G(M/L), µGMpn )→ H1(GL, µpn)→ H1(GM , µpn)G(M/L) → H2(G(M/L), µGMpn ).
Since µGMpn = µpn , Lemma 1.10 applies, yielding
H1(GL, µpn) ∼= H1(GM , µpn)G(M/L). (1.18)
The long exact cohomology sequence arising from the short exact sequence of GL-modules
1 −−−−→ µpn −−−−→ L(p)∗ ( )
pn
−−−−→ L(p)∗ −−−−→ 1 (1.19)
(the pn-power map L(p) → L(p) is onto by Cor. 1.3), yields H1(GL, µpn) ∼= L∗
/
L∗p
n
; likewise
H1(GM , µpn) ∼=M∗
/
M∗p
n
. Thus, the isomorphism in (1.18) translates to L∗
/
L∗p
n ∼= (M∗/M∗pn)G(M/L),
as desired.
(ii) The first isomorphism in (ii) can be proved in the same way as (i), using that
H i(G(L/F ), (µpn )GL) = 1 for i = 1, 2; this is clear, as gcd(|G(L/F )|, |(µpn )GL |) = 1. But the de-
sired isomorphism can also be obtained easily nonhomologically: Injectivity of the map F ∗
/
F ∗p
n →
(L∗
/
L∗p
n
)G(L/F ) follows by an evident norm argument; surjectivity of this map follows using
Hilbert’s Th. 90. The second isomorphism in (ii) follows from the isomorphism in part (i). 
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Remarks 1.12 (a) Lemma 1.10 and Cor. 1.11 are special to n where M = L(µpn). One can
compute analogously to Lemma 1.10 that for k ≤ n and any i ≥ 1
∣∣H i(G(M/L), µpk )
∣∣ = |µpa/µpb | = pa−b,
where a = min(k, c) and b = max(k + c− n, 0). So, for 0 < k < n, ∣∣H i(G(M/L), µpk )
∣∣ > 0 and the
map L∗
/
L∗p
k → (M∗/M∗pk)G(M/L) is neither 1-1 nor onto.
(b) On the other hand, for every k ≥ n, the map L∗/L∗pk → M∗/M∗pk is injective. More
generally, for any field K ⊇ L, if the map L∗/L∗pn → K∗/K∗pn is injective, then the map
L∗
/
L∗p
k → K∗/K∗pk is injective for every k ≥ n. This is a special case of the following group
theoretic observation: If A ⊆ B are abelian groups such that the map A/pnA→ B/pnB is injective
and if pk−2(pk−1B) ⊆ A for all k > n, then the map A/pkA → B/pkB is injective for all k > n.
(Here pk−1B denotes the p
k−1-torsion subgroup of B.) This is easily proved by induction on k. One
can also check that L∗
/
L∗p
k ∼= (M∗/M∗pk)G(M/L) for every k ≥ n.
We can now give an answer to the question: What do F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
and L∗
/
L∗p
n
classify when
µp * F? The answer, a kind of generalized Kummer theory, is given not in terms of field extensions
of F or L, but those of M = F (µpn). In the following Theorem 1.13 we are no longer assuming
that µp 6⊆ F . Hence, the F appearing there could be either the F or the L of the preceding results.
Theorem 1.13 Let p be an odd prime number. Let F be any field with char(F ) 6= p, and let
M = F (µpn). Let α : G(M/F ) → (Z/pnZ)∗ be the cyclotomic character, as in (1.15). Then,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the subgroups U of F ∗/F ∗p
n
and the abelian Galois
extensions K of M such that exp(G(K/M)) ∣∣ pn, K is Galois over F , and G(M/F ) acts on G(K/M)
via α.
Proof. One lemma needed for this proof is deferred until the end of this section for ease of
exposition. Let G = G(F (µp)(p)/F ), and let α denote also the composition G → G(M/F ) α−→
(Z/pnZ)∗, which is the cyclotomic character for the action of G on µpn .
We have G-module isomorphisms
M∗
/
M∗p
n → Hom(G(Mˇ/M), µpn)→ X(Mˇ/M)⊗ µpn → X(Mˇ/M)α, (1.20)
where the first map is the one in Kummer theory: [m]→ (σ 7→ σ(a)/a) for any a ∈ Mˇ with apn = m.
The last map depends on a choice of generator ω of µpn , and is given by ψ⊗ωj 7→ jψ. By composing
these isomorphisms with the identity map ι: X(Mˇ/M)α → X(Mˇ/M) (not a G-homomorphism), we
have a bijective function f : M∗
/
M∗p
n → X(Mˇ/M). By Cor. 1.11 (i) or (ii), the isomorphisms of
(1.20) map F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
onto (X(Mˇ/Mˇ)α)
G(M/F ) which ι sends onto X(Mˇ/M)(α
−1). Thus, f yields a
one-to-one correspondence between subgroups of F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
and subgroups of X(Mˇ/M)(α
−1).
Now, the subgroups Y of X(Mˇ/M) are in one-to-one correspondence with the closed subgroups
C of G(Mˇ/M), where Y = {ψ ∈ X(Mˇ/M) | ker(ψ) ⊇ C} and C = ⋂
ψ∈Y
ker(ψ). In the Galois
correspondence, every closed subgroup C of G(Mˇ/M) corresponds to an intermediate field K,
M ⊆ K ⊆ Mˇ, where K = F(C), the fixed field of C, and C = G(Mˇ/K) ∼= GK/GMˇ. Suppose
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Y ↔ C ↔ K (so Y = X(K/M) ⊆ X(Mˇ/M) ). We have seen that Y corresponds to a subgroup of
F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
iff Y ⊆ X(Mˇ/M)(α−1); by Lemma 1.15 below (with G = G, P = G
Mˇ
, Q = GM , R = GK),
this occurs iff GK is normal in G (i.e., K is Galois over F ) and G acts on G(K/M) via α. The last
condition is equivalent to: G(M/F ) acts on G(K/M) via α. 
Remarks 1.14 (a) In the correspondence of Th. 1.13, a subgroup U of F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
corresponds to
the field K = M({ pn√b | [b] ∈ U}). Conversely, for a given field K, the corresponding subgroup
of F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
is {[b] | b ∈ Kpn ∩ F ∗}. As usual in Kummer Theory, the correspondence is a lattice
isomorphism, so it preserves inclusions, intersection and joins; when U ↔ K we have |U | = [K :M ],
and U and G(K/M) are (Pontrjagin) dual to each other. In particular, |U | <∞ iff |G(K/M)| <∞,
and when this occurs, U ∼= G(K/M) (noncanonically).
(b) One would prefer a correspondence between cyclic subgroups of F ∗
/
F ∗p
n
and simple radical
extensions of F of degree dividing pn. But this does not work when µpn * F . For example take
any b ∈ F ∗ with [b] of order pn in F ∗/F ∗pn . Let K = F (a) for some choice of a with apn = b. Then
(as b /∈ F ∗p with p odd, so xpn − b is irreducible in F [x]), [K : F ] = pn, and also [K ·M :M ] = pn,
by Cor. 1.11. Hence, K and M are linearly disjoint over F . So, when M 6= F , i.e., µpn * F , then
µpn * K, so K does not contain all the pn-th roots of b. Thus, the field K depends on the choice of
a among the pn-th roots of b, but K ·M does not depend on such a choice. For another example,
for L = F (µp), assume µpn * L and let ε ∈ µ∗pc ⊆ L with c as large as possible, as in Lemma 1.9.
Then [L( p
n√
ε) : L] = pn, by Lemma 1.9, but [M( p
n√
ε) :M ] = pc, so [ε] has order pc in L∗
/
L∗p
n
by
Cor 1.11.
(c) Theorem 1.13 indicates the divergence between pn-th power classes and cyclic pn field ex-
tensions of F when µpn * F : We have F ∗
/
F ∗p
n ∼= (M∗/M∗pn)G(M/F ), while cyclic field extensions
of F of degree dividing pn correspond to cyclic subgroups of X(Fˇ/F ), which map (not quite iso-
morphically) to X(Mˇ/M)G(M/F ) ∼= (H1(GM , µpn)α−1)G(M/F ) ∼= (M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(α). So the pn-th power
classes of F and cyclic extensions of F correspond to different eigenspaces for the G(M/F ) action
on M∗
/
M∗p
n
.
(d) For Th. 1.13 we required that p be odd. For p = 2 the theorem is valid, with the same
proof, for any field F (char(F ) 6= 2) such that µ4 ⊆ F , and M = F (µ2n) for any n. But if µ4 * F ,
the theorem fails already for n = 2, since then −4 /∈ F ∗4 but −4 ∈ F (µ4)∗4 (as (1 +
√−1)4 = −4),
so the map F ∗
/
F ∗4 → F (µ4)∗
/
F (µ4)
∗4 is not injective.
The following lemma will complete the proof of Theorem 1.13. For the lemma, let G be a
profinite group and let P and Q be closed normal subgroups of G with P ⊆ Q. Suppose Q/P is
an abelian torsion group of exponent dividing some e ∈ N. Let χ: G→ (Z/eZ)∗ be any continuous
group homomorphism.
Lemma 1.15 Let R be a closed subgroup of G with P ⊆ R ⊆ Q. Then, X(Q/R) ⊆ X(Q/P )(χ)
iff R is normal in G and G acts on Q/R via χ−1.
Proof. The action of G on Q by conjugation induces the action of G on Q/P ; then G acts on
X(Q/P ) by (g · ψ)(qP ) = ψ(g−1 · (qP )) = ψ(g−1qg)P ), for all g ∈ G, ψ ∈ X(Q/P ), q ∈ Q. For
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every closed subgroup R of G with P ⊆ R ⊆ Q, the character group X(Q/R) embeds in X(Q/P )
using the surjection Q/P → Q/R; we use this embedding to view X(Q/R) ⊆ X(Q/P ).
Now, suppose X(Q/R) ⊆ X(Q/P )(χ). This means that
ψ′(g−1 · (qP )) = ψ′(qχ(g)P ) for all q ∈ Q, g ∈ G, ψ ∈ X(Q/R), (1.21)
where ψ′ denotes the image of ψ in X(Q/P ). Observe that
⋂
ψ∈X(Q/R)
ker(ψ′) = R/P . It follows
from (1.21) that for each r ∈ R and g ∈ G we have (g−1rg)P = rχ(g)P ∈ R/P . Hence, R is a
normal subgroup of G. So, G acts on Q/R, and (1.21) translates to
ψ(g−1 · (qR)) = ψ(qχ(g)R) for all q ∈ Q, g ∈ G, ψ ∈ X(Q/R). (1.22)
Because
⋂
ψ∈X(Q/R)
ker(ψ) is trivial, it follows that g · (qR) = (qR)χ(g−1) for all q ∈ Q, g ∈ G, i.e., G
acts on Q/R via χ−1, as desired.
Conversely, if R is normal in G and G acts on Q/R via χ−1, then g · (qR) = (qR)χ−1(g) for all
g ∈ G, q ∈ Q; so (1.22) holds, and this shows that G acts on X(Q/R) via χ. 
2 “H1(GF , µpn)”
In the analysis of Demushkin groups as Galois groups in [MW1] and [MW2], the authors needed
to show that for any field F (char(F ) 6= p) there is an action of GF on Z/pnZ so that the map
H1(GF ,Z/pnZ)→ H1(GF ,Z/pZ) is surjective. This does not hold in general for the trivial action
on Z/pnZ (see Remark 2.6 below) but the authors pointed out in [MW2, proof of Th. 2.2] that
this does hold if we replace Z/pnZ by µpn . Of course Z/pnZ ∼= µpn as abstract groups, but they
have different GF -actions, and the action of GF on µpn is defined iff µpn ⊆ F (p), iff µp ⊆ F . The
present paper was originally motivated by the need to handle the case where µp * F (so p is odd).
We will do this in Cor. 2.5 below, by realizing “H1(GF , µpn)” as an eigenmodule of L
∗/L∗p
n
, where
L = F (µp) (see Th. 2.3). We also show in Th. 2.7 that the subgroups of “H
1(GF , µpn)” classify
certain abelian pn-extensions of F (µpn) and such extensions of F (µpn) ∩ F (p).
We assume throughout this section that p is an odd prime number, and that F is a field with
char(F ) 6= p and that µp * F . Then let L = F (µp), and let J , GF , G, and H be as defined in
the Introduction. Let ΓF = G(J/L). We need to give meaning to “H1(GF , µpn)”, since µpn is not
a GF -module. One approach would be to take this to mean H
1(ΓF , µpn) since ΓF ∼= GF and ΓF
does act on µpn . But we will take a somewhat different approach by replacing µpn by a twisted
version µ˜pn on which GF does act; then “H
1(GF , µpn)” will be replaced by H
1(GF , µ˜pn), which is
in fact isomorphic to H1(ΓF , µpn)—see Th. 2.3(iii). We will need to keep track of how twisting a
module by a character affects the action of the Galois group on the cohomology groups of a normal
subgroup, and this is described by our first lemma.
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Lemma 2.1 Let G be a profinite group, and let K be a closed normal subgroup of G. Let A be
a discrete pn-torsion G-module, and let χ : G → (Z/pnZ)∗ be a continuous character such that
K ⊆ ker(χ). Then, for the χ-twisted G-module Aχ as in (1.3) above,
H i(K,Aχ) ∼= H i(K,A)χ
as G-(i.e., G/K-) modules.
Proof. Let · denote the action of G on A and on Zi(K,A). Let ∗ denote the action of G on Aχ and
on Zi(K,A)χ. So for the identity map j: Aχ → A given by a 7→ a, we have j(g ∗ a) = χ(g)(g · j(a))
for all g ∈ G, a ∈ A. Since j is a K-module isomorphism, it induces a group isomorphism on
continuous cocycles, j∗: Zi(K,Aχ)→ Zi(K,A), given by j∗(f) = j ◦ f . For k ∈ K, g ∈ G, write kg
for g−1kg. Then, for all g ∈ G, f ∈ Zi(K,Aχ), k1, . . . , ki ∈ K, we have
[j∗(g · f)](k1, . . . , ki) = j(g ∗ f(kg1 , . . . , kgi ))
= χ(g)(g · j(f(kg1 , . . . , kgi )))
= χ(g)[(g · j∗(f))(k1, . . . , ki)].
So, j∗(g·f) = χ(g)g·j∗(f) = g∗j∗(f), showing that j∗, viewed as a (bijective) mapping Zi(K,Aχ) to
Zi(K,A)χ is a G-module homomorphism. Thus, j
∗ induces a G-module isomorphism H i(K,Aχ)→
H i(K,A)χ. 
We now return to our specific setting where G = G(L(p)/F ), N = G(L(p)/F (p)), etc.
Lemma 2.2 Let A be any p-primary torsion abelian group which is a discrete G-module on which
N acts trivially (i.e., A is a GF -module). Then, there are G-module maps
H1(GF , A) ∼= H1(ΓF , A) ∼= H1(GL, A)H , and
H2(GF , A) ∼= H2(ΓF , A) →֒ H2(GL, A).
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of G-module maps
H i(GF , A)
inf−−−−→ H i(G, A)y
yres
H i(ΓF , A)
inf−−−−→ H i(GL, A)
(2.1)
Here the left vertical map is the isomorphism induced by the isomorphism GF → ΓF , which is
compatible with the actions of these groups on A, and with the action of G on these groups. The
right vertical restriction map in (2.1) has image lying inH1(GL, A)
G = H1(GL, A)
H (asH ∼= G/GL),
and GL acts trivially on H
i(GL,−) ). Indeed, this map is injective with image all of H i(GL, A)H as
A is p-primary and GL is the p-Sylow subgroup of G. (For, the map cor ◦ res: H i(G, A)→ H i(G, A)
is multiplication by |G/GL| = |H| on the p-primary group H i(G, A), so it is an isomorphism. This
shows res is injective. On the other hand, res ◦ cor: H i(GL, A) → H i(GL, A) is multiplication by
|H| on H i(GL, A)H , so it maps this p-primary subgroup to itself.)
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Now, recall the five term exact sequence of low degree terms on cohomology associated with
the short exact sequence 1→ N → G → GF → 1:
0 −→H1(GF , AN ) inf−→ H1(G, A) res−−→ H1(N,A)GF −→H2(GF , AN ) inf−→ H2(G, A) (2.2)
Since N acts trivially on A, we have H1(N,A) = Hom(N,A) (continuous homomorphisms); but
Hom(N,A) = 0 as A is p-primary torsion and N has no cyclic factor groups of order p (as F (p) is
p-closed). Thus (2.2) shows that the inflation map H1(GF , A) → H1(G, A) is an isomorphism,
hence (2.1) shows H1(ΓF , A) → H1(GL, A)H is an isomorphism. Similarly, (2.2) shows that
H2(GF , A
N )→ H2(G, A) is injective, so (2.1) yields the injectivity of H2(ΓF , A)→ H2(GL, A). 
We now apply these lemmas to the G-module µpn . We need the following characters: First let
α: G → (Z/pnZ)∗ be the cyclotomic character for the action of G on µpn ; that is, for all ω ∈ µpn
and all g ∈ G
g(ω) = ωα(g), (2.3)
analogous to (1.15) above. Then, let θ: G → (Z/pnZ)∗ be the unique character such that
θ|N = α and θ|GL = 1. (2.4)
(Such a θ is unique because G = N ·GL and it exists since α|N∩GL = α|G(L(p)/J) = 1.) Indeed, observe
that θ = αp
n−1
has the properties specified in (2.4). For, since (Z/pnZ)∗ ∼= (Z/pn−1Z)×(Z/(p−1)Z),
our α must map the pro-p group GL into Z/pn−1Z, so αp
n−1 |GL = 1; also, as |N/GJ | = |H| and
|H| ∣∣ (p− 1), this α maps N into Z/(p− 1)Z, so αpn−1 |N = α|N . Note, in fact that θ coincides with
the prime-to-p part of α, i.e., the composition of α with the projection (Z/pnZ)∗ → Z/(p − 1)Z.
Likewise, αθ−1 is the p-primary part of α. To get a GF -module structure from µpn , we need to
twist µpn by a character to get a trivial N -action. But we use θ
−1 rather than α−1 in order to have
a character trivial on GL, so that we can invoke Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.3 Let µ˜pn = (µpn)θ−1 for the character θ defined in (2.4) above. Then µ˜pn is a GF -
module, and
(i) H1(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H1(GL, µpn)(θ) ∼= (L∗/L∗pn)(θ);
(ii) H2(GF , µ˜pn) →֒ H2(GL, µpn)(θ);
(iii) For all i ≥ 0, H i(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H i(ΓF , µpn) as groups, but G acts trivially on H i(GF , µ˜pn),
while G acts via θ on H1(ΓF , µpn).
Proof. Since N acts on µpn via α and θ|N = α, N acts trivially on the θ−1-twist µ˜pn of µpn .
Hence, there is a well-defined action of GF ∼= G/N on µ˜pn. Because GF ∼= ΓF , with the isomorphism
compatible with the action of G on these groups, and with the action of these groups on µ˜pn , we
have the G-module isomorphism H i(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H i(ΓF , µ˜pn), for all i ≥ 0. To prove (i), we have
the isomorphisms
H1(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H1(ΓF , µ˜pn) ∼= H1(GL, µ˜pn)H
∼= (H1(GL, µpn)θ−1)H = H1(GL, µpn)(θ) ∼= (L∗/L∗p
n
)(θ), (2.5)
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where the first isomorphism was just noted, the second is by Lemma 2.2, the third by Lemma 2.1
(since θ|GL is trivial). For (ii), likewise, we have H2(GF , µ˜pn) →֒ H2(GL, µ˜pn)H ∼= H2(GL, µpn)(θ).
(iii) We have noted already that H i(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H i(ΓF , µ˜pn) as G-modules. Since θ|GL = 1, we
have µ˜pn ∼= µpn as ΓF -modules, so H i(ΓF , µ˜pn) ∼= H i(ΓF , µpn) as abelian groups. It remains to
check the G-actions. For this, note that as H = G(J/F (p)) acts trivially on ΓF and trivially on µ˜pn ,
it must act trivially on H i(ΓF , µ˜pn). Since ΓF also acts trivially on H
i(ΓF , µ˜pn), G(J/F )(∼= ΓF ×H)
acts trivially on H i(ΓF , µ˜pn). Because the G-action on H i(ΓF , µ˜pn) is via G(J/F ), this G-action
is also trivial; so G acts trivially also on H i(GF , µ˜pn). On the other hand, the fact that G acts
trivially on H i(ΓF , µ˜pn) ∼= H i(ΓF , µpn)θ−1 translates to G acts via θ on H i(ΓF , µpn). 
Remark 2.4 Since µ˜pn
⊗j = (µpn
⊗j)θ−j , the analogue to Th. 2.3 holds for every j ∈ Z (with the
same proof), with µ˜pn
⊗j replacing µ˜pn and θ
j replacing θ, except for the second isomorphism in
2.3(i).
We can now prove the result needed for [MW1].
Corollary 2.5 For any n ∈ N , the map H1(GF , µ˜pn) → H1(GF , µ˜p) induced by the canonical
epimorphism µ˜pn → µ˜p is surjective.
Proof. Let α′ : G → (Z/pZ)∗ be the cyclotomic character given by σ(ω) = ωα′(σ) for all σ ∈ G
and ω ∈ µp, i.e., α′ is the n = 1 version of α; let θ′ = α′. Note that α′ is the composition of
α : G → (Z/pnZ)∗ with the canonical epimorphism (Z/pnZ)∗ → (Z/pZ)∗; also θ′ is obtainable
likewise from θ. Therefore, for any p-torsion G-module A, twisting the G-action on A by θ′ is the
same as twisting by θ. This applies to A = µp and to A = L
∗/L∗p; in particular, the two possible
interpretations of µ˜p coincide.
Now, consider the diagram
H1(GF , µ˜pn)
∼=−−−−→ (L∗/L∗pn)(θ)y
y
H1(GF , µ˜p)
∼=−−−−→ (L∗/L∗p)(θ′)
(2.6)
The horizontal maps here are the isomorphisms of Th. 2.3(i) for n and for 1. By checking the
maps that led to the isomorphisms (see(2.5)), we can see that diagram (2.6) is commutative. Note
also that as θ|GL = 1, θ may be viewed as a character on H. Hence (L∗/L∗p
n
)(θ) is one of the
H-eigenmodules in the direct decomposition of L∗/L∗p
n
as in (1.5) above, and (L∗/L∗p)(θ
′) is the
corresponding H-eigenmodule of L∗/L∗p. Since the epimorphism L∗/L∗p
n → L∗/L∗p is an H-
module map, the right vertical map in (2.6) is onto. Hence the left map in (2.6) is also onto, as
desired. 
Remark 2.6 The surjectivity proved in Cor. 2.5 definitely depends on the choice of the group
action on the cyclic group of order pn. Note, by contrast, that for the case of trivial GF -action the
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canonical map
H1(GF ,Z/pnZ) −→ H1(GF ,Z/pZ) (2.7)
is not in general onto. For, surjectivity of the map in (2.7) is equivalent to: every cyclic Galois
extension of F of degree p embeds in a cyclic Galois extension of degree pn. This is not always
true, as the following example illustrates: Let S be the rational function field S = Q(x1, . . . , xp)
and let σ be the Q-automorphism of S given by cyclically permuting the indeterminates. Let F
be the fixed field of σ; so S is Galois over F of degree p. Let L = F (ω) where ω ∈ µ∗p, and let
T = S(ω) = Q(ω)(x1, . . . , xp), which is a cyclic Galois extension of L of degree p. If T lies in a cyclic
Galois extension K of L of degree p2, then a theorem of Albert [A2, p. 207, Th. 11] says that there
is α ∈ T such that NT/L(α) = ω. However, using the unique factorization in Q(ω)[x1, . . . , , xn], one
sees that then there is a constant β ∈ Q(ω) such that NT/L(β) = ω. But NT/L(β) = βp as β ∈ L,
and ω is clearly not a p-th power in T . So, there can be no such field K, and hence there is no
cyclic extension of F of degree p2 containing S.
The subgroups of H1(GF , µ˜pn) classify certain field extensions. To describe this, let M =
F (µpn), and let E = M ∩ F (p), which is a cyclic Galois field extension of F with E(µp) = M .
Slightly abusing notation, let αθ−1 denote also the character for G(E/F ) and for G(M/F ) induced
by αθ−1 on G;likewise, let α denote also the character for G(M/F ) induced by α on G.
Theorem 2.7 The subgroups of H1(GF , µ˜pn) are in one-to-one correspondence with the abelian
pn field extensions S of E such that S is Galois over F and G(E/F ) acts on G(S/E) via αθ−1.
They are also in one-to-one correspondence with the abelian pn field extensions T of M with T
Galois over F , T ⊆ J , and G(M/L) acts on G(T/M) via α.
Proof. We have
H1(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H1(GL, µpn)(θ) ∼= H1(GM , µpn)(θ) ∼= H1(GM , (Z/pnZ)α)(θ)
∼= (H1(GM , (Z/pnZ)α)(θ) = H1(GM ,Z/pnZ)(θα−1) = X(Mˇ/M)(θα−1),
where the first isomorphism is by Th. 2.3(i), the second is the restriction of the G-isomorphism
H1(GL, µpn) ∼= H1(GK , µpn)G(M/L) (see (1.18)), the third is from the G-isomorphism µpn ∼= (Z/pnZ)α,
the fourth by the G-isomorphism in Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 1.15, the subgroups of X(Mˇ/M)(θα−1)
are in one-to-one correspondence with the fields T such that M ⊆ T ⊆ Mˇ (i.e., T is an abelian
pn-extension of M), T is Galois over F , and G (hence also G(M/F )) acts on G(T/M) via αθ−1.
When this occurs, G(M/E), which lies in ker(αθ−1), acts trivially on G(T/M), so by Prop. 1.4 (with
E replacing F ), T ⊆ J . Also, since GL ⊆ ker(θ), the character αθ−1 agrees with α on G(M/L). So,
the conditions on T are the ones stated in the theorem. Conversely, if T satisfies these conditions,
then since G(M/L) acts on G(T/M) via α (which agrees with αθ−1 on G(M/L)) and G(T/E) acts
via αθ−1 (i.e., trivially) on G(T/M), we have G(M/F ) acts on G(T/M) via αθ−1, so T is involved
in the one-to-one correspondence. These fields T , since T ⊆ J , correspond by Prop. 1.4 to fields
S ⊆ F (p) (where S = T ∩ F (p) and T = S(µp) ) such that S is Galois over F , G(S/E) ∼= G(T/M),
and G(E/F ) acts on G(S/E) the same way as G(M/L) acts on G(T/M), i.e., via αθ−1. 
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Remark 2.8 An alternate way of obtaining the first one-to-one correspondence of Th. 2.7 is to
observe that
H1(GF , µ˜pn) ∼= H1(GE , µ˜pn)G(E/F ) ∼= (H1(GE ,Z/pnZ)αθ−1)G(E/F )
= H1(GE ,Z/pnZ)(θα
−1) = X(Eˇ/E)(θα
−1) ,
where the first isomorphism follows as in the proof of Cor. 1.11(i), since H i(G(E/F ), µ˜pn) ∼=
H i(G(M/L), µ˜pn) ∼= H i(G(M/L), µpn) = 0 for i = 1, 2, by Lemma 1.9. The subgroups ofX(Eˇ/E)(θα−1)
correspond to the specified abelian pn-extensions of E by Lemma 1.15.
3 Cyclic algebras of degree p
One of the oldest unsettled questions in the theory of central simple algebras is whether every
division algebra of prime degree p must be a cyclic algebra. This is known to be true for p = 2 and 3,
but unsettled for every p ≥ 5. We now describe a possible approach to finding a counterexample
which arises from the analysis of the relations between structures over F and those over L = F (µp).
We have not succeeded in using this approach to obtain a counterexample, but feel that it is of
sufficient interest to be worth describing. A byproduct of this work is a slight generalization of
Albert’s characterization of cyclic algebras of prime degree. See Theorem 3.6 below.
We will be working here with cyclic algebras and symbol algebras. Our notation for these is
as follows: If T is a cyclic Galois field extension of a field K of degree m with G(T/K) = 〈τ〉 and
a ∈ K∗, we write (T/K, τ, a) for the m2-dimensional cyclic K-algebra
m−1⊕
i=0
Txi, where xm = a and
xcx−1 = τ(c) for c ∈ T . If µm ⊆ K (so char(K) ∤ m) and ζ ∈ µ∗m and a, b ∈ K∗ we write (a, b;K)ζ
for the m2-dimensional symbol algebra over K with generators i, j and relations im = a, jm = b,
and ij = ζji. For any integer k with gcd(k,m) = 1, note the isomorphism
(a, b;K)ζ ∼= (ak, b;K)ζk . (3.1)
For, if i, j are standard generators of (a, b;K)ζ as above, then i
k, j also generate (a, b;K)ζ , and
they satisfy the relations on generators of (ak, b;K)ζk .
Throughout this section F is a field with char(F ) 6= p and µp * F , and L = F (µp). Also, G, J ,
and H are as defined in the Introduction. Let Br(F ) denote the Brauer group of equivalence classes
of central simple F -algebras, and for a field K ⊇ F , let Br(K/F ) denote the kernel of the scalar
extension map Br(F ) → Br(K); let pnBr(F ) (resp. pnBr(K/F )) denote the pn-torsion subgroup
of Br(F ) (resp. Br(K/F )). We have the standard isomorphism Br(L(p)/F ) ∼= H2(G, L(p)∗). The
long exact cohomology sequence arising from the short exact sequence of G-modules (1.19) above,
together with the cohomological Hilbert 90 [CF, p. 124, Prop. 3], which says that H1(G, L(p)∗) = 0,
yields the familiar fact that pnBr(L(p)/F ) ∼= H2(G, µpn). The Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem (see [MS,
Th. 11.5] or [Sr, p. 149, Th. 8.5]) says (as µp ∈ L(p)) that pBr(L(p)) is generated by symbol algebras
of degree p. Since L(p) has no cyclic field extensions of degree p, we must have pBr(L(p)) = 0, so
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pnBr(L(p)) = 0; this yields
pnBr(F ) ∼= H2(G, µpn), and likewise, pnBr(L) ∼= H2(GL, µpn). (3.2)
Lemma 3.1 pnBr(F ) ∼= (pnBr(L))H where H = G(L/F ). Moreover, this isomorphism preserves
the Schur index.
Proof. Because GL is a (in fact, the unique) p-Sylow subgroup of G and µpn is p-primary torsion,
the restriction map res : H2(G, µpn) → H2(GL, µpn)H is an isomorphism. (This can be seen by
considering cor ◦ res and res ◦ cor, as noted in the proof of Lemma 2.2.) The isomorphism in the
lemma now follows by (3.2), since the second isomorphism in (3.2) is a G-module isomorphism.
(See e.g. [D, p. 50] for the action of G on Br(L).)
The restriction map in cohomology corresponds to the scalar extension map pnBr(F )→ (pnBr(L))H .
For a central simple F -algebra A, if A ∼=Mt(D), i.e., t× t matrices over a division ring D, then by
definition the Schur index of A is ind(A) =
√
dimF (D). If [A] ∈ pnBr(F ), then ind(A) is a power
of p, so dimF (D) is a p-power. Then, D⊗F L is a division algebra, since gcd
(
[L : F ],dimF (D)
)
= 1
(cf. [D, p. 67, Cor. 8]). Thus, ind(A⊗F L) = ind(D ⊗F L) = ind(D) = ind(A), as desired. 
Corollary 3.2 For J = F (p)(µp), if (pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)) 6= 0, then there exist division algebras of
degree p over F (p) which are not cyclic algebras.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, with F (p) replacing F , if (pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)) 6= 0, then pBr(F (p)) 6= 0.
By a theorem of Merkurjev [M, Th. 2], the group pBr(F (p)) is generated by algebras of degree p.
No such algebra can be a cyclic algebra, since F (p) has no cyclic field extensions of degree p (see
Cor. 1.2 above). 
We will give examples in §4 of fields F such that pBr(J) 6= 0, but the far more difficult question
of nontriviality of (pBr(J))
G(J/F (p)) remains unsettled.
Lemma 3.1 suggests a further possibility: There may be a central simple division algebra A
over L of degree p with [A] ∈ Br(L)H , such that A is a cyclic algebra over L, but the inverse image
of A in pBr(F ) is not a cyclic algebra. This possibility becomes more plausible when we recall that
the cyclic field extensions of F of degree p correspond only to a portion of those of L, cf. Prop. 1.4.
We can put this in sharper focus using the H-eigendecomposition of pBr(L) and L
∗/L∗p, where
H = G(L/F ). Let χ1, . . . , χs be the distinct characters χi : H → (Z/pZ)∗, with χ1 the trivial
character; let α: H → (Z/pZ)∗ be the cyclotomic character, as in (1.15) above. Since H acts on
the p-torsion abelian group pBr(L), we have pBr(L) =
s⊕
i=1
pBr(L)
(χi) as in (1.7) above. Lemma 3.1
shows that pBr(F ) ∼= pBr(L)(χ1). A central simple L-algebra A of degree p which is a cyclic
algebra is a symbol algebra, A ∼= (a, b;L)ω , where ω ∈ µ∗p. For σ ∈ H, we have σ[(a, b;L)ω ] =
[(σ(a), σ(b);L)σ(ω) ]. Note the complication introduced because σ acts on ω, as well as on a and b.
If [a] and [b] lie in eigencomponents of L∗/L∗p, then [A] lies in an eigencomponent of pBr(L), as
we now describe. The next lemma appears in [M]. We include a short proof for the convenience of
the reader.
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Lemma 3.3 Let χ,ψ be characters: H → (Z/pZ)∗. If [a] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(χ) and [b] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(ψ),
then [(a, b;L)ω ] ∈ pBr(L)(χψα−1).
Proof. Recall [D, p. 80, Lemma 4] that the symbol algebra (a, b;L)ω depends up to isomorphism
only on the classes [a] and [b] of a and b in L∗/L∗p. With (3.1) above, this yields that for any
σ ∈ H,
σ(a, b;L)ω ∼= (σ(a), σ(b);L)σ(ω) ∼= (aχ(σ), bψ(σ);L)ωα(σ) ∼= (aχ(σ)α(σ)
−1
, bψ(σ);L)ω .
Because the class [(a, b;L)ω ] in pBr(L) is bimultiplicative in a and b [D, p. 80, Lemma 4], this yields
σ[(a, b;L)ω ] = [(a, b;L)ω ]
χ(σ)ψ(σ)α(σ)−1 in pBr(L), as desired. 
Proposition 3.4 Let χ : H → (Z/pZ)∗ be a character. Take any a, b ∈ L∗ with [a] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(χ)
and [b] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(αχ−1), and let A = (a, b;L)ω . Then, there is central simple algebra B of degree
p over F with B ⊗F L ∼= A. Furthermore, B is a cyclic algebra iff there exist a′, b′ ∈ L∗ with
[a′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α) and [b′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)H such that A ∼= (a′, b′;L)ω.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1, [A] ∈ (pBr(L))(α−1χ(αχ−1)) = (pBr(L))H = im(pBr(F )).
Because the scalar extension map pBr(F ) → pBr(L) is index-preserving (see Lemma 3.1), there is
a central simple F -algebra B of degree p with B ⊗F L ∼= A. Suppose B is a cyclic algebra, say
B ∼= (S/F, σ, c) where S is a cyclic field extension of F of degree p, G(S/F ) = 〈σ〉, and c ∈ F ∗.
Let T = S · L which is a cyclic field extension of L of degree p, and let σ′ ∈ G(T/L) be the
generator such that σ′|S = σ. We have T = L( p
√
a′) for some a′ ∈ L∗, and a′ can be chosen so that
σ′( p
√
a′) = ω−1 p
√
a′. By Prop. 1.7, [a′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α), while [c] ∈ F ∗/F ∗p ∼= (L∗/L∗p)H . Thus, we
have A ∼= B ⊗F L ∼= (T/L, σ′, c) ∼= (a′, c;L)ω , as desired.
Conversely, suppose A ∼= (a′, b′;L)ω, as in the Prop. Since a′ ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α), we know by
Prop. 1.7 that there is a cyclic field extension S of F of degree p, such that S · L = L( p√a′).
Let σ′ be the generator of G(S · L/L) such that σ′( p√a′) = ω−1 p√a′, and let σ = σ′|S . Since
[b′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)H ∼= F ∗/F ∗p, there is c ∈ F ∗ with [c] = [b′] in L∗/L∗p. Then, B ⊗F L ∼= A ∼=
(S/F, σ, c) ⊗F L, so B ∼= (S/F, σ, c) since the map Br(F )→ Br(L) is injective by Lemma 3.1. 
Remark 3.5 Prop. 3.4 suggests a way of obtaining a noncyclic algebra of degree p over F , but we
must necessarily start with a character χ : H → (Z/pZ)∗ different from α and the trivial character
χ1. We would need [a] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(χ) and [b] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)αχ−1) such that A = (a, b;L)ω is a division
algebra, but A is not expressible as (a′, b′;L)ω for any [a
′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α) and [b′] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)H . If
[L : F ] ≤ 2 then there are not enough different characters, and the Prop. is of no help. In this
connection, recall Merkurjev’s result [M, Th. 1, Lemma 2] that if [L : F ] ≤ 3, then pBr(F ) is
generated by cyclic algebras of degree p.
The approach in Prop. 3.4 leads to a slight generalization of Albert’s characterization of cyclic
algebras of prime degree. This theorem has recently been proved independently by U. Vishne, see
[V, Th. 11.4].
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Theorem 3.6 Suppose p ∤ [F (µpn) : F ]. Let D be a division algebra of degree pn over F . Then,
D is a cyclic algebra over F if and only if there is a γ ∈ D with γpn ∈ F ∗ − F ∗p.
Proof. Suppose first that D is a cyclic algebra, say D ∼= (C/F, σ, b). Then, there is γ ∈ D with
γp
n
= b. If b ∈ F ∗p, say b = dp, then for δ = γpn−1d−1 we have δ ∈ D − F and δp = 1. So,
1 < [F (δ) : F ] < p, contradicting [F (δ) : F ]
∣∣ dimF (D). Hence, b ∈ F ∗ − F ∗p.
Conversely, suppose there is γ ∈ D with γpn ∈ F ∗ − F ∗p, say γpn = c. Let M = F (µpn). The
assumption that p ∤ [M : F ] implies that M = F (µp) (see Lemma 1.9). Let E = D ⊗F M . Since
E contains the cyclic Galois field extension M(γ) of degree pn over M , this E must be a cyclic
M -algebra; hence, E ∼= (a, c;M)ω for some a ∈ M∗ and ω ∈ µ∗pn . Let χ1, . . . , χs be the distinct
characters mapping H = G(M/F ) → (Z/pnZ)∗, with χ1 the trivial character, and let α be the
cyclotomic character (see (1.15)). So we have, as p ∤ [M : F ], the eigendecompositions
M∗
/
M∗p
n ∼=
s∏
i=1
(M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(χi) and pnBr(M) ∼=
s⊕
i=1
(pnBr(M))
(χi) (3.3)
by (1.7) above. Write [a] =
s∏
i=1
[ai] in M
∗
/
M∗p
n
, where [ai] ∈ (M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(χi). Then, in pnBr(M),
we have E ∼= (a, c;M)ω ∼
s⊗
i=1
(ai, c;M)ω . Also, [c] ∈ (M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(χ1) as c ∈ F ∗; so each (ai, c;M)ω ∈
pnBr(M)
(χiα−1) by the pn analogue to Lemma 3.3. Thus, each (ai, c;M)ω lies in a different direct
summand of pnBr(M) in the eigendecomposition of (3.3). Since [E] ∈ pnBr(M)H = pnBr(M)(χ1),
we must have E ∼ (aj , c;M)ω in pnBr(M), where χjα−1 = χ1, i.e., χj = α; dimension count shows
that E ∼= (aj , c;M)ω . But, since [aj ] ∈ (M∗
/
M∗p
n
)(α), the field extension M( pn
√
aj) = S ·M for
some cyclic field extension S of F of degree pn, by Prop. 1.7. Then, E ∼= (S/F, τ, c)⊗F M for some
generator τ of G(S/F ). Since the map pnBr(F )→ pnBr(M) is injective by Lemma 3.1 (as M = L),
we have D ∼= (S/F, τ, c), as desired. 
Remark 3.7 Albert’s result is the n = 1 case of Theorem 3.6 (see [A1, Th. 5] or [A4, p. 177,
Th. 4], for which the condition p ∤ [F (µp) : F ] always holds. Our proof of Theorem 3.6 is similar to
Albert’s, though Albert used different terminology, which somewhat veiled his use of eigendecom-
positions. The theorem is false without the assumption that p ∤ [F (µpn) : F ]. Albert gave in [A3]
a counterexample with pn = 4, and there are presumably examples with odd p also.
4 Valuations on J
As usual, let L = F (µp), with L 6= F (so p 6= 2), let H = G(L/F ), and let J = F (p)(µp).
In this section we will look at some of the mod p arithmetic of J in order to investigate pBr(J).
This is motivated by the question discussed in §3, whether pBr(J)H can be nontrivial. We will
use valuation theory, which is sometimes a useful tool in verifying that central simple algebras are
division algebras.
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Remark 4.1 Take any field K with L ⊆ K ⊆ J and [K : L] = p. Then, by Albert’s theorem
(see Prop. 1.7 above), K = L( p
√
c), for c ∈ L∗ with [c] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α), where α: H → (Z/pZ)∗ is
the cyclotomic character, as in (1.15) above (with n = 1). By Kummer theory, the map L∗/L∗p →
K∗/K∗p has kernel 〈[c]〉 ⊆ (L∗/L∗p)(α). Consequently, for any other character χ: H → (Z/pZ)∗,
χ 6= α, the map (L∗/L∗p)(χ) → (K∗/K∗p)(χ) is injective. It follows by iteration and passage to the
direct limit that the map (L∗/L∗p)(χ) → (J∗/J∗p)(χ) is injective for each χ 6= α. Thus, (J∗/J∗p)(χ)
can be nonzero for each χ 6= α, though necessarily (J∗/J∗p)(α) = 1 by Albert’s theorem, as F (p) has
no Galois extensions of degree p. It is a more difficult question when or whether division algebras
of degree p over L remain division algebras after scalar extension to J . We will use valuation theory
to make some inroads into this question.
We will use the following notation: Suppose K is a field and W is a valuation ring of K. (This
means, in particular, that W has quotient field K). Let MW denote the maximal ideal of W ; let
W =W/MW , the residue field of W ; and let ∆W denote the value group of W (written additively).
For a field K ′ ⊇ K, an extension of W to K ′ is a valuation ring W ′ of K ′ such that W ′ ∩K =W .
Example 4.2 Let k be any field with char(k) 6= p and µp 6⊆ k. Let F be the twice iterated
Laurent power series field F = k((x))((y)). Then, F has the Henselian valuation ring V = k[[x]] +
yk((x))[[y]], with V ∼= k. If v: F ∗ → ∆V is the associated valuation, then ∆V = Z×Z, with right-to-
left lexicographical ordering, with v(x) = (1, 0) and v(y) = (0, 1). Then, F (p) = k(p)((x))((y)) and
J = k(p)(µp)((x))((y)), while L(p) =
∞⋃
i=1
k(µp)(p)((x
1/pi))((y1/p
i
)). (The description of F (p) and
J follows from Th. 4.5 below, but can be seen more directly using the fact that since µp 6⊆ k = V
there is no field extension of F of degree a power of p which is totally ramified with respect to V ,
cf. [E, pp. 161–162, (20.11)] or, more explicitly, [JW, Cor. 2.4] .) The unique extension of V to J
is Z = k(p)(µp)[[x]] + yk(p)(µp)((x))[[y]] with ∆Z = ∆V = Z×Z; let z: J∗ → ∆Z be the associated
valuation. For any ω ∈ µ∗p, let D = (x, y;J)ω (see §3 for the notation). Because the images of
z(x) and z(y) in ∆Z/p∆Z are Z/pZ-independent, we know by [JW, Cor. 2.6] that z extends to a
valuation on D; so, in particular, D is a division ring. Thus, pBr(J) is nontrivial. Since x and y are
H-stable, it is tempting to think that [D] should be H-stable. But, in fact, [D] lies in pBr(J)
(α−1)
but not in pBr(J)
H because of the nontrivial action of H on µp.
We will consider valuation rings on J as extensions of ones on V . For this, let us now fix
a valuation ring V of F with char(V ) 6= p. Let W1, . . . ,Wℓ be the extensions of V to L. Let
T =W1 ∩ . . . ∩Wℓ, which is the integral closure of V in L. This notation will be fixed for the rest
of this section. Recall [E, pp. 95–96, Th. (13.4)] that the maximal ideals of T are N1, . . . Nℓ, where
Ni =MWi ∩ T , and that each Wi is the localization TNi .
Proposition 4.3 Let V be a valuation ring of F with char(V ) 6= p. Let W1,W2, . . . ,Wℓ be the
valuation rings of L extending V . Then, each Wi ∼= V (µp) and ∆Wi = ∆V . Also, ℓ [V (µp) : V ] =
[L : F ].
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Proof. Let ω ∈ µ∗p ⊆ L, and let f ∈ F [x] be the monic minimal polynomial of ω over F . Then,
f ∈ V [x] as ω is integral over V , which is integrally closed; also, f ∣∣
p−1∑
i=0
xi in F [x], and hence
in V [x] by the Division Algorithm, as f is monic. So, the image f of f in V [x] divides
p−1∑
i=0
xi in
V [x]. This shows that the roots of f are all primitive p-th roots of unity, and f has no repeated
roots. So, if f =
k∏
i=1
gi is the irreducible monic factorization of f in V [x] then the gi are distinct
and deg(gi) = [V (µp) : V ]. Since fF [x] ∩ V [x] = fV [x] by the Division Algorithm, we have
V [ω] ∼= V [x]/fV [x], so
V [ω]/MV V [ω] ∼= V [x]/(MV , f) ∼= V [x]/(f) ∼=
k⊕
i=1
V [x]/(gi) ,
a direct sum of fields. The inverse images in V [ω] of the k maximal ideals of V [ω]/MV V [ω] are
maximal ideals P1, . . . , Pk of V [ω] such that each Pi ∩ V =MV and V [ω]/Pi ∼= V [x]/(gi) ∼= V (µp).
Because T is integral over V [ω], for each Pi there is a maximal ideal Ni of T with Ni ∩ V [ω] = Pi.
Then, for Wi = TNi , we have Wi
∼= T/Ni ⊇ V [ω]/Pi ∼= V (µp). By the Fundamental Inequality, [E,
p. 128, Cor. (17.8)] or [B, Ch. VI, §8.3, Th. 1], we have
[L : F ] ≥
k∑
i=1
[Wi : V ] |∆Wi : ∆V | ≥
k∑
i=1
[Wi : V ]
≥
k∑
i=1
[V (µp) : V ] =
k∑
i=1
deg(gi) = deg(f) = [L : F ] . (4.1)
Hence, equality must hold throughout (4.1). Therefore, each Wi = V (µp) and ∆Wi = ∆V , and
k = [L : F ]
/
[V (µp) : V ]. Furthermore, (4.1) and the Fundamental Inequality show thatW1, . . . ,Wk
are all the extensions of V to L; so ℓ = k. 
Remark 4.4 Let S be any Galois extension field of F of degree p, and let U be any extension of V
to S. Then, [U : V ]
∣∣ [S : F ] = p, as S/F is Galois. Consequently, U and V (µp) are linearly disjoint
over V , and hence [U(µp) : U ] = [V (µp) : V ]. It follows by Prop. 4.3 applied to U in S in place of
V in F that the number of extensions of U to S(µp) is ℓ. Since any field S
′ with F ⊆ S′ ⊆ F (p)
and [S′ : F ] < ∞ is obtainable from F by a tower of degree p Galois extensions (see Prop. 1.1) it
follows by iteration that every extension of V to S′ has exactly ℓ extensions to S′(µp). Because
this holds for every finite degree extension S′ of F in F (p), it clearly holds for every field S′′ with
F ⊆ S′′ ⊆ F (p).
The main result of this section describes the residue field and value group of any extension of
V to J . In case µp ⊆ V (i.e., ℓ = [L : F ], by Prop. 4.3), this will require looking at two pieces of
∆V . For this, let P be the union of all prime ideals P of V such that V/P contains no primitive
p-th root of unity. Since the prime ideals of V are linearly ordered by inclusion, it is clear that P is
a prime ideal of V (possibly P = (0)), and P is maximal with the property that µp 6⊆ V/P . (Note
also that for every prime ideal Q ⊆ P , we have µp 6⊆ V/Q. For, if µp ⊆ V/Q, then µp ⊆ V/P , as
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char(V/P ) 6= p.) The localization VP of V at P is a valuation ring of F (a “coarsening” of V );
let V˜ = V/P , which is a valuation ring of VP . Recall [B, Ch. VI, §4.3, Remark] that there is a
canonical short exact sequence of value groups:
0 −→ ∆V˜ −→ ∆V −→ ∆VP −→ 0 (4.2)
Theorem 4.5 Let V be a valuation ring of F with char(V ) 6= p, and let ℓ be the number of
extensions of V to L. Let Y be any extension of V to F (p). Then, Y ∼= V (p). If µp 6⊆ V , then
∆Y = ∆V . If µp ⊆ V , let P be the prime ideal of V maximal such that µp 6⊆ V/P , as above,
and let Q be the prime ideal of Y with Q ∩ V = P ; let Y˜ = Y/Q. Then, ∆YQ = ∆VP , while
∆
Y˜
= Z[1/p] ⊗Z ∆V˜ . Furthermore, Y has exactly ℓ different extensions Z1, Z2, . . . , Zℓ to J , and
each Zi ∼= Y (µp) and ∆Zi = ∆Y .
Note that in view of the exact sequence like (4.2) for ∆Y , the theorem determines ∆Y completely.
It says that when we view ∆Y as in the divisible hull Q ⊗Z ∆V of ∆V , then ∆Y is the subgroup
generated by Z[1/p]⊗Z ∆V˜ (the p-divisible hull of ∆V˜ ) and ∆V .
To prove the theorem we will analyze the range of possibilities for value groups and residue
fields of extensions of V to degree p Galois field extensions of F . This will be done in terms of
the corresponding extensions of L, where we can invoke Kummer theory. To facilitate the analysis,
we need some information on the eigencomponents of induced modules, which is given in the next
proposition.
Let H = 〈σ〉 be a cyclic group of finite order s, and let H = 〈σm〉 for some m | s. Let A
be any H-module, and let B be the induced H-module, B = IndH→HA = Z[H] ⊗Z[H] A. So, as
abelian groups B =
m−1⊕
i=0
σi ⊗A, where each σi ⊗A ∼= A. The left action of H on B arises from the
multiplication action of H on Z[H]. That is,
σ · (id⊗ a0 + σ ⊗ a1 + . . . + σm−1 ⊗ am−1
)
=
id⊗ σm · am−1 + σ ⊗ a0 + σ2 ⊗ a1 + . . .+ σm−1 ⊗ am−2 . (4.3)
Proposition 4.6 With H = 〈σ〉 and H = 〈σm〉 as above, let A be an H-module which is e-torsion
for some integer e. Let B = IndH→HA, as above. Let χ: H → (Z/eZ)∗ be any character. Then the
projection map π: B → A given by
m−1∑
i=0
σi ⊗ ai 7→ a0 maps B(χ) bijectively onto A(χ|H ), where χ|H
is the restriction of χ to H.
Proof. Let b =
m−1∑
i=0
σi⊗ai ∈ B. Note that since σm ∈ H, we have σm · b =
m−1∑
i=0
σi⊗σm(ai). Now,
b ∈ B(χ) iff σ · b = χ(σ) b, iff
a0 = χ(σ)a1, a1 = χ(σ)a2, . . . , am−2 = χ(σ)am−1, and σ
m · am−1 = χ(σ)a0 . (4.4)
If b ∈ B(χ), then σm(a0) = π(σm · b) = π(χ(σ)mb) = χ(σm)(a0). Hence, a0 ∈ A(χ|H ). Furthermore,
if a0 = 0 then (4.4) shows that each ai = χ(σ)
−ia0 = 0; so π maps B
(χ) injectively to A(χ|H ).
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On the other hand, if we take any a0 ∈ A(χ|H ), then σm · a0 = χ(σm)a0 = χ(σ)ma0; so, if
we choose a1 = χ(σ)
−1a0, . . . , ai = χ(σ)
−ia0, . . . , am−1 = χ(σ)
−(m−1)a0, then σ
m · am−1 =
σm · (χ(σ)−(m−1)a0) = χ(σ)−(m−1)σm · a0 = χ(σ)a0, so the equations in (4.4) are satisfied, showing
that a0 ∈ π(B(χ)). Thus, π: B(χ) → A(χ|H ) is a bijection. 
We can now prove Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. It was noted in Remark 4.4 that Y has exactly ℓ extensions to J . The
assertions about Zi and ∆Z follow by applying Prop. 4.3 to Y in F (p) in place of V in F . It remains
to analyze Y and ∆Y . For this, we look closely at what can happen with Galois p-extensions of F .
These are difficult to get at directly, so we look at the corresponding extensions of L.
Let us now select and fix one of the ℓ extensions of V to L; call it W . Let w: L∗ → ∆W be
the associated valuation. Now, let c ∈ L∗ − L∗p with [c] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α), and let K = L( p√c). Let
S = F (p) ∩ K, which we know by Prop. 1.7 is a degree p Galois extension of F . (Moreover, all
such Galois extensions of F arise this way.) Let R be a valuation ring of K with R ∩ L = W ; let
r: K∗ → ∆R be its valuation, and let U = R ∩ S, which is a valuation ring of S with U ∩ F = V .
The description of R and U breaks down into three possible cases:
Case I. w(c) /∈ p∆W . Then, since r( p
√
c) = 1pw(c) ∈ ∆R, the Fundamental Inequality implies
that ∆R = 〈1pw(c)〉+∆W . By Prop. 4.3 applied to U in S instead of V in F , we have ∆U = ∆R =
〈1pw(c)〉 + ∆V . So |∆U : ∆V | = p = [S : F ], and the Fundamental Inequality shows that U = V
and U is the unique extension of V to S.
Case II. w(c) ∈ p∆W . Then, by modifying c by a p-th power in L, we may assume that
w(c) = 0. Let c be the image of c in W . For this Case II, assume that c /∈ W ∗p. Then R contains
p
√
c = p
√
c which is not in W . So, the Fundamental Inequality implies that R = W ( p
√
c). Because
p = [R : W ]
∣∣ [R : V ] but p ∤ [R : U ] by Prop. 4.3 applied to U in S, we have p ∣∣ [U : V ]. The
Fundamental Inequality implies that [U : V ] = p, ∆U = ∆V , and U is the unique extension of
V to S. We noted earlier that U is Galois over V . A comparison of degrees over V shows that
R = U ·W so R is abelian Galois over V . Thus, U is the unique cyclic Galois extension of V of
degree p within R.
Case III. w(c) ∈ p∆W , so we may assume w(c) = 0. For this Case III, assume that c ∈W ∗p.
We claim that there are p different valuation rings of K extending W . For, consider the sub-
ring W [ p
√
c] of K. Since xp − c is the minimal polynomial of p√c over L, we have W [ p√c] ∼=
W [x]
/(
W [x] ∩ (xp − c)L[x]) =W [x]/(xp − c)W [x], where the last equality follows by the Division
Algorithm for monic polynomials in W [x]. Hence, W [ p
√
c]
/
MW W [ p
√
c] ∼= W [x]/(MW , xp − c
) ∼=
W [x]/(xp − c). Because c ∈ W ∗p and µp ⊆ W , xp − c factors into distinct linear terms in
W [x], say xp − c = (x − d1) . . . (x − dp). Then, the Chinese Remainder Theorem shows that
W [x]/(xp − c) ∼=
p⊕
i=1
W [x]/(x− di). Because W [ p
√
c]
/
MWW [ p
√
c] thus has p maximal ideals, W [ p
√
c]
has at least p maximal ideals. Let C be the integral closure of W in K. Since C is integral over
W [ p
√
c], C has at least p different maximal ideals, say N1, . . . , Np. Each localization Ri = CNi is
a different valuation ring of K with Ri ∩ L = W . The Fundamental Inequality shows that there
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must be exactly p of the Ri, as claimed.
Now, since G(S/F ) acts transitively on the valuation rings of S extending V [E, p.105, (14.1)],
the number of such extensions is either 1 or p. There are at least p extensions of V to K (namely,
the Ri), but every extension of V to S has ℓ ≤ p− 1 extensions to K by Prop. 4.3 applied over S.
Hence, there must be more than one, so exactly p extensions of V to S, call them U1, . . . , Up. The
Fundamental Inequality shows that each Ui = V and ∆Ui = ∆V . This completes Case III.
We must still see what constraints are imposed by the condition that [c] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α). For
this, let H = G(L/F ) = 〈σ〉, as usual, and let H = { τ ∈ H | τ(W ) = W }, the decomposition
group of W over V . Because H acts transitively on the set of extensions of V to L and there ℓ such
extensions, |H : H| = ℓ, so H = 〈σℓ〉. Each τ ∈ H maps W to itself, so induces an automorphism τ
of W . Recall [E, p. 147, (19.6)] or [ZS, p. 69, Th. 21] that the map H → G(W/V ) given by τ 7→ τ
is a group epimorphism. By Prop. 4.3 we have
∣∣H∣∣ = |H|/ℓ = [L : F ]/ℓ = |G(W/V )|, and therefore
the map H → G(W/V ) is an isomorphism. Also, because τ acts on the p-th roots of unity in W
according to the action of τ on the p-th roots of unity in L, the cyclotomic character α for G(W/V )
corresponds to the restriction α|H .
Observe that the distinct extensions of V to L are σi(W ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1. Each ∆σi(W ) is
canonically identified with ∆W inside the divisible hull of ∆V , and for the associated valuation wi
of σi(W ) we have wi = w ◦ σ−i. Likewise, for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1 we identify σi(W ) with W using the
isomorphism σi: W → σi(W ) induced by σi: W → σi(W ). So, for c ∈ σi(W ), we have c ∈ σi(W )
corresponds to σ−i(c) in W .
We can now determine Y .
View W
∗
as an H-module, where τ ∈ H acts by τ . Let IndH→HW
∗
be the induced H-
module described before Prop. 4.6, with m = ℓ. Recall that T denotes the integral closure of V
in L, so T =
ℓ−1⋂
i=0
σi(W ) [E, p. 95, Th. 3.3.(b)]. Let γ : T ∗ → IndH→HW
∗
be the map given by
γ(t) =
ℓ−1∑
i=0
σi ⊗ σ−i(t) (the bar denotes image in W ∗). The surjectivity of γ is equivalent to the
assertion that for every r0, . . . , rℓ−1 ∈ W ∗ there is t ∈ T ∗ with σ−i(t) = ri in W for each i, i.e.,
t = σi(ri) in σi(W ). This holds by the Approximation Theorem [E, p. 79, Th. (11.14)] or [ZS,
p. 30, Lemma 2]. (For this the valuation rings σ0(W ), . . . , σℓ−1(W ) need not be independent, just
incomparable. This result uses only the Chinese Remainder Theorem applied to T .) Also, since
σℓ ·σ−(ℓ−1)(t) = σℓ(σ−(ℓ−1)(t)) = σ(t), we have σ ·γ(t) = γ(σ(t)), so γ is an H-module epimorphism.
Therefore, the corresponding map T ∗/T ∗p → IndH→H(W
∗
/W
∗p
) is an H-module epimorphism. So,
(T ∗/T ∗p)(α) maps onto
(
IndH→H(W
∗
/W
∗p
)
)(α)
, which by Prop. 4.6 projects onto (W
∗
/W
∗p
)
(α)
.
That is, for any a ∈ W ∗ − W ∗p such that [a] ∈ (W ∗/W ∗p)(α) there is t ∈ T ∗ with [t] = [a] in
W
∗
/W
∗p
. If we choose c = t, then for the resulting K = L( p
√
c) we are in Case II above, with
R = W (
p
√
t) = W ( p
√
a), and U is the degree p Galois extension of V within R. Since we can do
this for any [a] ∈ (W ∗/W ∗p)(α), Prop. 1.7 shows that every Galois extension of V of degree p is
realizable as some U , and so lies in Y .
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Now, F (p) is the direct limit of finite towers of Galois extensions of degree p starting with F
(see Prop. 1.1). If S′ is the top field in such a tower, then Y ∩ S′ is obtained from V by a succession
of Galois extensions of degree 1 or p. Hence Y ∩ S′ ⊆ V (p) for each S′, and therefore Y ⊆ V (p).
But, iteration of the argument in the preceding paragraph shows that any finite degree extension
of V within V (p) is obtainable as Y ∩ S′ for a suitably built S′. Hence, Y = V (p), as desired.
We now determine ∆Y .
For the trivial H-module ∆W , we have the induced H-module IndH→H∆W . Let β : L
∗ →
IndH→H∆W be the map given by d 7→
ℓ−1∑
i=0
σi ⊗ w(σ−i(d)). Since σℓ · w(σ−(ℓ−1)(d)) = w(σ(d)), as
w ◦σℓ = w and σℓ acts trivially on ∆W , this β is an H-module homomorphism. By reducing mod p
we obtain an H-module homomorphism β: L∗/L∗p → IndH→H(∆W/p∆W ). So, for our c ∈ L∗ used
to define K, since [c] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α), we have β[c] ∈ (IndH→H∆W /p∆W )(α), so Prop. 4.6 shows that
w(c) + p∆W ∈ (∆W/p∆W )(α|H ).
Suppose first that µp 6⊆ V . Then, ℓ < s = [L : F ], by Prop. 4.3. so H, of order s/ℓ, is nontrivial.
Since the cyclotomic character α has order s, its restriction α|H has order |H|, so is nontrivial.
Since H acts trivially on ∆W , it follows that (∆W /p∆W )
(α|
H
) = (0). Now, the only way we could
have ∆U larger than ∆V is if our c is in Case I above. But then we would have w(c) /∈ p∆W ,
yielding a nontrivial element in the trivial group (∆W/p∆W )
(α|
H
). Since this cannot occur, we see
that Case I never arises when µp 6⊆ V . Therefore, ∆U = ∆V for every degree p Galois extension S
of F . It follows by iteration and passage to the direct limit that ∆Y = ∆V , as asserted.
Now suppose instead that µp ⊆ V . Prop. 4.3 shows that ℓ = s, i.e., there are s different
extensions W1, . . . ,Ws of V to L. Consider first the extreme case where µp ⊆ V/p for each nonzero
prime ideal p of V . For any such p, the extensions of the localizations Vp to L are the localizations
W1p, . . . ,Wsp. (EachWip coincides with the localization ofWi at its prime ideal lying over p.) Since
µp ⊆ Vp, which is the quotient field of V/p, Prop. 4.3 applied to Vp shows that Vp has s different
extensions to L. (The Prop. applies, as char(Vp) 6= p.) So, Wip 6= Wjp for i 6= j. Now, for each
i, the rings between Wi and L are the Wip as p ranges over the nonzero prime ideals of V . Since
Wip 6= Wjp for i 6= j, it follows that the valuation rings W1, . . . ,Ws are pairwise independent, i.e.,
there is no valuation ring of L (smaller than L itself) containing both Wi and Wj for any i 6= j.
Because of this independence, the Approximation Theorem (see [E, p. 80, (11.16)]) applies, and
shows that our map β : L∗ → IndH→H∆W is surjective; so β : L∗/L∗p → IndH→H(∆W/p∆W ) is
also surjective, so it is also surjective when restricted to the α-eigencomponents. By Prop. 4.6
(IndH→H(∆W /p∆W ))
(α) projects onto (∆W /p∆W )
(α|
H
), which here is all of ∆W/p∆W since |H| =
1 as ℓ = s. This means that for any ε ∈ ∆W − p∆W there is c ∈ L∗ such that [c] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(α)
and w(c) ≡ ε (mod p∆W ). If we let K = L( p
√
c) for this choice of c, then we are in Case I above,
which shows that ∆U = ∆R = 〈1pε〉 + ∆W . Since this is true for any ε ∈ ∆W − p∆W , it follows
by iteration and passage to the direct limit that ∆Y = lim−→
1
pn∆V = Z[1/p]⊗Z ∆V . This is what is
asserted in the theorem, since in the extreme case we are now considering P = (0), so V˜ = V and
Y˜ = Y .
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We handle the general situation by combining the cases previously considered. Suppose µp ⊆ V .
For the prime ideal P defined in the theorem, we have µp 6⊆ VP , which is the quotient field of V/P .
Now, YQ is an extension of VP to F (p). Since µp 6⊆ VP and char(Vp) 6= p, by applying to Vp the
argument given previously for V we obtain ∆YQ = ∆VP , as desired. Furthermore, YQ
∼= VP (p).
Thus, Y˜ = Y/Q can be viewed as an extension of V˜ = V/P from VP to VP (p). By the choice of P ,
the extreme case considered in the previous paragraph applies to V˜ . Hence, ∆Y˜ = Z[1/p] ⊗Z ∆V˜ .

Example 4.7 Let F0 = Q(x, y), the rational function field in two variables over Q. Let V0 =
Q[x](x) + yQ(x)[y](y). Here, we are localizing first with respect to the prime ideal (x) of Q[x], and
second with respect to the prime ideal (y) of Q(x)[y]. Then, V0 is a valuation ring of F0 with
V0 ∼= Q and ∆V0 = Z × Z. If v0 : F ∗0 → ∆V0 is the associated valuation, then v0(x) = (1, 0) and
v0(y) = (0, 1). Note that V0 is the intersection with F0 of the standard Henselian valuation ring
on Q((x))((y)) described in Ex. 4.2 above. For any odd prime p, let F = F0( p
√
1 + x). To see how
V0 extends to F , let T be the integral closure of V0 in F , and let S = V0[
p
√
1 + x] ⊆ T . Since
S ∼= V0[t]
/(
tp − (1 + x)), we have
S/MV0S
∼= V0[t]
/(
tp − (1 + x)) ∼= Q[t]/(tp − 1) ∼= Q[t]/(t− 1)⊕Q[t]/(tp−1 + . . .+ 1) ∼= Q⊕Q(µp) .
So, T , being integral over S, has at least two maximal ideals N1 and N2, with Q ⊆ T/N1 and
Q(µp) ⊆ N2. The Fundamental Inequality shows that for the extensions Vi = TNi of V0 to F , we
have V1 ∼= Q, V2 ∼= Q(µp), and ∆V1 = ∆V2 = ∆V0 = Z × Z. Furthermore, V1 and V2 are the only
extensions of V0 to F . If Yi is any extension of Vi to F (p), then Th. 4.5 shows that Y1 ∼= Q(p)
and ∆Y1 = Z × Z. Let p be the prime ideal yV2. Then, V2/p ∼= Q(x)( p
√
1 + x), which does not
contain µp. So, p is the prime ideal P of Th. 4.5 for V2. Since ∆V2/p = Z × 0, Th. 4.5 shows that
∆Y2 = Z[1/p]× Z while Y2 ∼= Q(µp)(p).
Remark 4.8 We had hoped to use valuation theory to construct an example of a nonsplit algebra
of degree p in pBr(J)
H . However, we will now show why Th. 4.5 does not help in this. Let V be a
valuation ring of F with char(V ) 6= p, let W be an extension of V to L with associated valuation
w : L∗ → ∆W , and let Z be an extension of W to J . There are three types of symbol algebras
A = (a, b;L)ω (with a, b ∈ L∗ and ω ∈ µ∗p) for which it is known that w extends to a valuation
on A, and hence A is a division algebra: (1) w(a) and w(b) map to Z/pZ-independent elements
of ∆W /p∆W . Then, cf. [JW, Cor. 2.6], the valuation ring of A is tame and totally ramified over
W , with residue division algebra V and value group 〈1pw(a), 1pw(b)〉 + ∆W . (2) w(a) /∈ p∆W
and w(b) = 0, and for the image b of b in W we have b /∈ W ∗p. Then, cf. [JW, Cor. 2.9], the
valuation ring of A is semiramified over W , with residue division algebra W (
p
√
b) and value group
〈1pw(a)〉 + ∆W . (3) w(a) = w(b) = 0 and (a, b;W )ω is a division ring. Then, the valuation ring
on A is unramified over V , with residue algebra (a, b;W )ω and value group ∆W . For, if i and j
are standard generators of A = (a, b;L)ω, then it is easy to check that the map u: A− {0} → ∆W
given by u
( p−1∑
r=0
p−1∑
s=0
crs i
rjs
)
= min{w(crs) | crs 6= 0} (crs ∈ L) is a valuation on A with the specified
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residue algebra and value group. (The proof is similar to but easier than the proof of [JW, Th. 2.5].)
Since type (3) reduces the problem of obtaining a division algebra to the same problem over the
residue field, it is not helpful for constructing examples, and we will not consider this type further.
Suppose we choose a, b ∈ L∗ so that for some character χ: H → Z/pZ∗, we have [a] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(χ)
and [b] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(αχ−1). Then, [A] ∈ pBr(L)H by Lemma 3.3, so [A⊗L J ] ∈ pBr(J)H . but, we will
see that the valuation conditions that assure A is a division algebra break down over J . Suppose first
that µp /∈ V ; so, in the notation of Th. 4.5 and its proof, ℓ < [L : F ] and H is nontrivial. Suppose
w(a) /∈ p∆W ; then as in the proof of Th. 4.5, Prop. 4.6 implies that the image of w(a) is nontrivial
in ∆W/p∆W
(χ|
H
); this forces χ|H to be trivial, as H acts trivially on ∆W . Hence, αχ−1|H = α|H ,
which is nontrivial and is identified with the cyclotomic character α for G(W/V ). The nontriviality
of αχ−1|H forces w(b) ∈ p∆W , so we may assume w(b) = 0. If b /∈W
∗p
, then A is a division algebra
of type (2). But, Prop. 4.6 implies that b maps to (W
∗
/W
∗p
)
(αχ−1|
H
)
= (W
∗
/W
∗p
)
(α)
. Hence,
on passing to J we find that b ∈ (Z∗/Z∗p)(α), which is trivial as Z ∼= V (p)(µp)—see Remark 4.1.
This means that b ∈ Z∗p, and we have lost the conditions for type (2) for A ⊗L J . Likewise, if
w(b) /∈ p∆W , then we are forced to have w(a) ∈ p∆W , and when we adjust a so that w(a) = 0, the
same argument as just given shows that a ∈ Z∗p. Thus, we have not been able to obtain a type (1)
or a type (2) valued division algebra in pBr(J)
H when µp /∈ V .
Suppose instead that µp ⊆ V . Since Z = V (p)(µp) = V (p) and µp ⊆ V , Z∗/Z∗p is trivial.
Therefore, we will not obtain any valued division algebras of degree p of type (2) or type (3) over J .
We are left to search for type (1) division algebras. Thus, we may assume that w(a) and w(b) are
Z/pZ-independent in ∆W /p∆W . Here H is trivial, but choose the prime ideal P of V as in Th. 4.5,
and let P be the prime ideal of W with P∩V = P , and H˜ the (nontrivial) decomposition group of
WP over VP ; let wP be the valuation of WP. We have an H-module homomorphism γ˜: L
∗/L∗p →
indH˜→H(∆WP
/
p∆WP ) so since [a] ∈ (L∗/L∗p)(χ) we find that γ˜[a] ∈
(
indH˜→H(∆WP
/
p∆WP )
)(χ)
.
By Prop. 4.6 it follows that wP(a) ∈
(
∆WP
/
p∆WP
)(χ|
H˜
)
. Since H˜ acts trivially on ∆WP , this
implies that wP(a) ∈ p∆WP or χ|H˜ is trivial. If wP(a) ∈ p∆WP , we can modify a by a p-th power
in L∗ to assume that wP(a) = 0; but then, for W˜ = W/P the exact sequence like (4.2) for ∆W
shows that w(a) ∈ ∆
W˜
. But then, Th. 4.5 shows that w(a) ∈ p∆Z , so that (a, b;J)ω is not a type
(1) valued division algebra over J . On the other hand, if χ|
H˜
is trivial, then αχ−1|
H˜
= α|
H˜
, which
is nontrivial. Hence, the argument just given for a now shows that w(b) ∈ p∆Z , so again we do not
obtain a type (1) valued division algebra over J .
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